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ABSTRACT

Pretoria Distributor, one of Eskom's five main distributors, was experiencing several
problems with the management and planning of their electrifi(cat~()nprojects. Th.ef:t
problems occurred as a result of inadequate systems, processes and training. '-'~\'He
rapid increase in the volume of material that had to be managed necessitated thet~
to investigate the possibility of implementing Materials ReqUirements Planning. Tht~
investigation highlighted the fact that it would be very difficult to handle the volume \
of projects on the current systems, [i.e. base systems) and while the environment at
the Distributor is not ideally suited to MRP, they ..hould st~Henjoy many of the
benefits of implementing MRP. In preparing for the implernerrtation, several action
plans had to be put in place to address the problems of peor planning.
\\
By the time the Distributor was "live" on MRPmany of the earlier problems relating
to planning and design standards, had been addressed. 'the pest implementation
evaluation revealed that although the electrification projects was not an ideal
environment in which to run MRP, they were enjoying several benefits from the
implementation.
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The stock that any company carries is a valuable asset to that company, and as

such should be managed and controlled accordingly, Eskom is no exception. They

have millions and millions <;,.f-rands tied up in stock. Good stores practices and
. I

sound materials management pri:llciples, coupled with accurate planning should

theoretically ensure the effective management and control (~fthat material. However,

in practise this is not always the case.

Severa} different tools and philosophies exist which can help a company to effectively
i:

manage their materials, These tools include>

,f' f(
M . 1 R' PI' n~.~ D' ib I''t. ,p ~.MRP - atena s equirements anmng, .li:~<r - istn U'~Vc~l.l!rements

Planning, JIT - -Just In Time, Zero Inventory, and many others.

:,

1.1 Backgroundb the Project

/1
Eskorn i!{ South Africa's largest electricity supply utriity. The sup'pty of electricity-de

broken down into threemain areas, viz, Generation, Transmission and Distribution.

The Generation Group within Eskorn is responsible for the generation of electricity,

while the Transmission Group is responsible for the transmission of electricity from

the point of generation, the power stations, to the power grid, and then on to the

users. The Distribution Group is responsible ft..t ensuring that whoever requires

electricity gets connected to the power grid. They are also responsible for the

maintenance of these connections.

The Distribution Group is represented throughout the country by the five

distributors, namely;-

.Johannesburg Distributor

Pretoria Distributor

Free State Distributor

Natal Distributor

Cape Oist~~butor
,I;



Each Discributor is a separate business unit or )at.ing independently from the

others, while still working towards Eskorn's goals. The Commercial department

within the Distributor is responsible for the materials management function.

The Logistics Support section of \.ne Corporate Commercial Department offers

support to the Generation, Transmission and Distribution groups on a consulting

basis. The Logistics section was approached by the Commercial Manager from the

Pretoria Distributer, to implement Materials Requirern nts Planning lMRP) at the

Distributor, Materials requirements planning was identified as a tool wh~fh ,...ould \

assist them with the planning and control of their stock material.

This request was made as a result of several problems that were being experienced

at the Distributor, with the management of their materials. (These problems are

listed in section 1.2.)

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Eskorn's commitment to electrify South Africa has resulted in added pressure being

place-f on it's five Distributors. As was mentioned in section 1.1, it is the
"

Distributors who are responsible for connecting customers with electricity. Eskorn

has undertaken to connect a vast number of customers in a relatively short period of

time. This has resulted in large increases in i~ock levels at the Distributor, as a

result of the Electrification J~ck. (see Appendix 1) However, it is d'rt only the

increased stock levels that wer~\ a concern. With tne added pressure dl Marketing
\ -, l.
prdmising the customers unrealistic delivery dates, the number of nl!~ceipts"and

"issues' of materials into and out of stock had also increased. This surge in activity

has exposed several problems relating to the management of material at the Pretoria

Distribu tor.

These problems include the following;

• high stockholding figures

• poor key performance indicators (KPI's}- ;,

• shortages of materials resulting in stockouts, and surpluses on certain

materials

• lack of discipline in performing certain stores practices such as issuing. receiving

8.n<1cycle counting

• IC:Jckof training on the materials management. side

2



It ver~i poor, and in some C.=4ses,rion-exietent planning on the demand side

lacI<!of adherence to the standard policies regarding the management of

materials

* The main KPI's ac' 'nst which Materials management aremeasured are /r :».

stocklevel, stock i.rrn ratio, days worth of stock and customer service. If

The combined effect of all of these problems was that the contractors out in the ~~ld'

who. ~ere doing th~ actual c~nnections, ..t;..~.rer("suffering eecause they were \\ot
recervmg all the required material by the d,{Cftate. ~

The overall impression was that there was very little control of the material, from the

time that it was purchased to the time that it was issued from the store,

Th~ second area of concern was that of material plezming by the project managers.

T~ere was generally very little detailed long tel., planning being done. The majority.

of\~.h.!material was being ordered on bulk 6rder~~With the increased emphasis being
\\

rla:.')\~on customer service it is essential that the ~)rojectmanagers ensure that they

plan in 'advance for th~ir material to ensure thatit is in the store by the due date.

Both Eskom workers and outside contractors are used for construction of lines and

connections. The outside contractors charge penalties for standing time if they

cannot continue with a job because they are v(1aitingfor material. Planning is a vital

factor if! the ongoing debate between stock levels and customer service. Do you

sacrifice the one to attain the other"?

1.3 Scope of the Project

There are three main areas to this project)

• Investigate the current situation regarding the planning, ordering, receiving

and issuing of material, highlighting all the problems.

• Devise the theoretical MRP implementation plan adapt it for the Eskom

environment.



• Highlight 'any deviations during the actual implementation from the
" \ "'~.

theoretical implementation plan and explain why the 'cleviations occurred.

It is important to note that the main emphasis of the implementation will be to sort

out the planning function as well as the way in which the material is controlled. The

implementation will only be carried out on Electrification material as this Is the

major problem area at present

The objectives of this study are as follows:

" To analyse the problems with materials management prior to the MRP# ..•
\v? .'implementation. ,j

fo investigate the problems surrounding the planning function.•
" To-develop a theoretical MRP implementation plan which can be adapted for the

implementation at the Distributor.
<il

• To see how the theoretical implementation plan differs from the actual

implementation.
• To put forward any recommendations that will help them to control their,

material better and imJ?xpvetheir planning of their projects.

4
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2.' MATERIALS REQUIRE~~N1'S PltANNING - LI'tERATURE SURVEY
Ij

"Reduced lead time ..... faster responses to constantly changing custc er demands

" ... flexibility to quickly adapt to dynamic market conditions ... instantaneous,

accurate communication with customers and suppliers ..... these competitive

advantages have become increasingly vita}, to manufacturing enterprises with the

onset of aggressive global competition cd':.ddecreased customer loyalties. To gain

such strategic advantages, many manufacturers in the past turned to

manufacturing resource planning (MRPII)and have fully exploited thtt potential of.

that technology." Rera.l :/;'1:1
;ti\\

~- /'

t,

Since around the 1960's, when computer based MRP e;ystems were first pioneered

and developed, time-phased-materia; requirements planning has come a long way.

2.1 The Evolution of Matt!ria1sRequirements Planning (MRP)

Prior to thee development of computer based MRP systems, the conventional

mainstays of inventory management came under ~~"(h scrutiny. These mainstays
'\ 's

were: 5

• the concept of stock repienishment

• a!l techniques built around reorder points

• the square-root approach to the economic order quantity

... the analysis and categorisation of mventory by function

• the conventional notion of aggregate inventory management

• the ABC inventory classification

(1. Stock Replenishment

The term "replenishment" means restoration to an original [full] state. The

stock replenishment systems are oased 011 the principle that you will have

inventory items in stock at ail times. This will ensure that they will be made

available whenever they are needed,



b. Reorder Point Techniques

The techniques in their various forms, represent the implementation of the

stock replenishment concept. Systems that are based on re-on.er' point

techniques, suffer from several false assumptions concerning the demand

environment
These false assumptions include t~e following:- the tendency to misinterpret

observed deman\~,~~1:~.riourand the inability to d~term9r the specific timing

ox' future demands

\
These shor.;:'~";~ngs result in a number 0; unsatisfactor~ performance

- \ '~

'characH;ristb.,~, 'i(f~:ef of them being high inventory levels, inventory
<\,' I:"./,,-~ - (I

imbalance and stockouts or shortagecicaused by \'t.e system itself.
" ~,~,

'~~ ,

~':.~.!_)
The Economic Order Quantity {EOQ}c.

This turns out to be a poor ordering technique in the typical manufacturing

demand environment. The main reason for the shortcomings of)this ordering

quantity formula, is that it was derived solely on the basic assumption of

uniform demand in small increments of the replenishment quantity.

d. lauentoru analysis & cateqorisatiori by junction
I,'"

This is designed to account for a given total inventory with respect to eertain

functions of its constituent inventory groupings; i.e, -

• order sizing

" fluctuation
0 stabilisation

" anticipation

" transpor tation

e. Aqgregate Inueniorq Management

This is a concept and set of techniques which is used for manipulating and

controiling inventory in total.

6
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This is ~,popular inventory control technique which is an adaptationof I ,I

Pareto's 8(1-20principle. This principle holds for most inventories, where i,
v,

can be shown that 20% of the items account for 80%,of the total cost. In ;tit;
".: i

typical AD: "claesification, .A-items represent the 29% which account for, rio
of the c~st. The B- and C-items represent the middle 30% Df items that i 1
account for 15% oJ the cost, and the bottom SO% of items that repr~seni' r%
of the cost. .·e'lpectively. I

Ii
I

P
r

Ill,
\

The 'techniques and oncepts which "arc covered in a-f above, were develope, rand
!

pi~~eered during B_s;-Simewhen there was very limited information aVI pable

concerning the preci~?attern of future item demand and neither could the st!,'j\ts of

every inv-entory item be updated and re-evaluated with sufficient freq leney.·'
'. . '/

Computer based materials .requirements planning ensured that tJ:lJeaJ r8(th
embodied in the ah' .!mentioned techniques lost their usefulness and relevan ,.

liBC Irwentmy Classification

/: (/

,, (

In the late 1960's as a result of the growing availabilityof computers, the coi'ilept of

exploding manufacturing bills of materials in order to generate the order [sts of
,I

parts n~ed,ed, developed into material requirements planning or MRP. 'r
i

The difference between the old approach, the concepts of which were mel bioned
'\ C

above, and MRP, was that MRP allows the demand for a particular i

part to be .derived frem more than one end item. This means that you can ha k tenI ,.
different products, each of which has one common component, and the dema\ (d for

this component can be handled by MRP. MRP allows for inventory prdering' p be

time phased. , \

"Time phasing means adding the dim~nsion of time to inventory status data, by \
I

re.cordiIl,r ,;i stori~g the in:o~alhm on e.ith~r .;5pecific dates or planning period \
With which respective quantities are associated.' Ref 2.2 \

\
\
)

\
, \7
, \



The early 1970's (more specifically 1971), saw the emergence of the "MRP Crusade",

This was a national program of publicity and education sponsored by the American

Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS), in order to promote the concept

as good manufacturing control practices .

. As was mentioned earlier, the development and availability of computers paid a big

part in the emergence of MRP. Computers are essential for the operation of MRP
II

sui~e there are !lhou<;ands of calculations which have to be performed. Constant

changes 'in the data necessary to run MRP, make it necessary for computers to
'--j

perform recalculations in order to keep the outputs valid.

It was ~bon realised that a Master Production Schedule (MPS) was needed ~0drive
\'

MRP, Basically, a ir.aster production schedule isto an MRP system, what a program

is to a computer.

"A given master production schedule is the determinant of future load, inventory
\ /

investment, production and delivery service. It is the cause of certain inevitable
/;

consequences in the areas just mentioned, and i{:tnay contain the seed of future

problems and failures." Ref2.3

To allow MPS/MRP to perform a scheduling function. at 'he detailed level, a further

module, Capacity Requirements Planning was added. The entire P!ocess is no longer
< \,

known as Material Requirements Planning (MRP), but rather'<as Manufacturing
/i ,",1

Resource Planning (MRPIl).The whole concept can be seen in figure 2.1, below.
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Manufacturing Resource Planning is still relatively new in South Africa.' compared to

the rest of the world.

'I
!

"In.mid 1983, there were approximately one hundred and thirty installations in the

country, most of which were less than 4 years old" Rer2.4

\
I ,i\

With the progress made with personal computers and mini computer-based MRF

packages, the number of MRP irratallations can only grow. Another factor Which will

contribute to MRP growth will be the recognition of it's success. A number orpeople

still have their reservations as to the benefits that MRPcan oiler.

3.2 What is MRP?

"Materials .requirements planning (M~RP)and distribution requirements planning

(DR?) have been two of the most significant developments in production control and
o

materials management for the past several decades." Ref!l:.S

i...'J

Basically, MRP is a formal, computer based informac.on system that integrates t1

scheduling and control of materials. It ensures that you have exactly what you need,

when you need it. By using a set of logically related records, procedures and rules

for making decisions, MRP translates a master production schedule (MPS) into time

phased net requirements for each inventory item needed to meet the schedule. The

MRP system specifies what materials have to be procured and determines what

actions need to be taken. The master production schedule is basically \1 schedule of

the quantity of all the products or end items that are planned for production, for a

certain planning horizon. MRP schedules the materials required to meet production

goals for each time period in the planning horizon.

(I

In short, MRP, when working with ~.Igiven production schedule determines the

quantity of raw materials, parts, sub-assemblies and assemblies needed in each time

period to produce the quantity 01 products or end items needed.

10



2,3 The Purpose of.MRP

. :
"Materials requirements planning has the primal)' purpose of taking a period-by-

period (time phased) set of master production schedule requirements and

producing a. resultant time-phased set of component/raw material components." Ref
II '

'. 12.6

':\he material requirements planning system has a central role in materials

rn~rlagement. (By materials management we mean material planning and control) It

is used to control the inventory levels, priorities and capacity of the system. It

provides the necessary information for developing capacity plans, Capacity planning

means proper scheduling f~r a maximum load with adequa'~ time to view future

loads.

Tl1us MRP ensures that the correct materi~~ are present (supplied) at the right time,

and that the materials that are required by the production schedule are in place. but

only when they are needed. Not before or after. By supplying the materials before

they are required P11ts a restrictions on the company's finances, and it uses up

extra space. Also having too much material laying about can disrupt production.
c,

2.4. ' Objectives of an MRP System

The main purpose of an MRP system is t.o control the .inventory levels, priorities and

capacity of the system. However, MRP does have other broad materials management

objectives. These broad objectives consist of the following:

1. Optimising of systems

This -'ieans that effective materials management, through MRP, aims to solve

all problems related to the flow of materials from the point of view of the
I:',

\\materials supply systems.

II



2. Control of the level of service

Constant control over the service level is a high prior it objective. Service

level is one of the key performance indicators again-it which Materials
" I

Management staff are measured. The most important factors here are

availability, reliability and the speed of service to th~ user, Service in

Materials Management demands the highest measure ~\f co-ordination in the

long .;;r"t.!n of supply activities {such as warehousing, procurement,
.,'

d.jttibut..:o!l, tte.}.
1,".'

3. Limiting of inventories

The reduction of stock levels should be pursued while still keeping service

level in mind. Ultimately it is a trade-off between the two, It is no good having

low inventory levels if you cannot meet customer demands The tendency

world-wide, regarding inventory, is to limit inventory levels and to combat the

associated risks with management techniques, such as JIT and MRP.

4. Minimum total materials cost

This' objective is intended to optimise the costs of materials handling. It

shoulc be emphasised that the aim .is to get a minimum level of costs related

to a certain degreejof service.

It is important to note that although MRP is primarily aimed at manufacturing

operations. other environments :, ich as the one at the Pretoria Distributor, can also

benefit from MRP. They can.-

• increase materials handling efficiency, thus reducing delays

• reduce stockout:" and material delays

• reduce rework caused by using incorrect materials

~.5 Importance of Planning to MRP

"The persons most directly involved with the MRP system outputs are planners." Ref

2.7

12



Planning is the backbone of any MRP system. If the planning is net done correctly
.J

and accurately then the full benefits of using MRP will not be realised, The planners

have the responsibility for making the detailed decisions that keep the material

moving. Their range of discretion is carefully limited. This means that {hey will still

require the authorisation from the Master Scheduler before they can carry out their

primary actions ..

The primary actions which can be taken by the MRPplanner include the fcllowingt-

• release, split and reschedule orders

.. reschedule the due dates of existing open orders when desirable

• analyse and update the system planning factors such as lot sizes, lead

times, and safety stocks

• reconcile errors or Inconsistencies and t~.. \\ ".;iiminate root causes of these

errors
• find key problem areas that require action now to prevent future crises

• use the S} stem to solve critical material shortage problems so the actions can be

captured on record for the next processing or MRP run

• indicate what, if any, further system enhancements would make the planner's

job easier

The planning runction will be dealt with in greater detail in sections 3 and 7.

2.6' The Main Components of the MRPSyst~m

There arc three generally accepted main components of an MRP system. These are:-
• the Master Production Schedule (MPs)

• the Bill of Materials (BOOM)

• the Inventory Status file

2.6.1 The Master Production Schedule (MPS)

This is the engine o:r che MRP system. Basically it ie a plan of WHATproducts will be

manufactured, and WHEN. The MPS drives the MRP system. The schedule is

developed whilst taking into account the marketing plans, on the one hand, and the

production capacity 011 the other

13



(j

The master production schedule is extremely important Ior Materials Management

since it provides, in terms of lead times, the target dates tor both Purchasing and

Materials Management. It also enables management to keep orders and deliveries on

line with production scheduling. It should be pointed out that the MPS has to be

developed and finalised before the MRP system goes into operation.

2.6.2 The Bill of Materials (BOM)

The, Bill of Material is a list of the contents of the package or parent item, with

specifications of all the components, parts and materials required for the parent item

or package.

Parent Item

r--------,I Ballpoint Pen IL-:T,_j
c

" I.~
L_.R~ __I

I
r-----L-I EncasementLevell

Cilof

Level 2

level 3 Top Lid

lof lof

- .. p; lOP. ;==

Fig 2.2: A Standard Bin of Material

'\.\
)'
I
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The Bill of Material also provides the sequence in which the items are in~rporated

in the product, together with the quantity ('1 each item. The basic information

required by the MRP system, from the BOM, is the product structure providing the

sequence and components required for the final product.

2.6.3 The Inventory Status File

For the system to be effective, the MRP system requires a complete record of current

inventory levels for every item covered by the Master Schedule. This Inventory

Status file should contain information such as.- the item identification or serial

number, the quantity on hand, the quantity that is allocated, the quantity that is on

order, the safety stock, as well as the lead times of every item.

The computer can then be used to calculate th(~material requirements for every time

period, white taking into account the Production Schedule, the amounts of inventory

on hand and on order, as well as the purchase and manufacture lead times of every

item.

By using the MRP system as a basis for inventory planning and control, the ideal is

approached, namely to have either no or very little inventory on hand, with orders

being placed according to the master production schedule and lead times. The

inventory is continuously checked by means of daily cycle counting.

Several advantages result from this system These are.-

'" inventory is checked and verified regularly

• problems will be identified when the actual inventorv is compared to inventory

records
• faulty inventory records may be revealed

• the inconvenience and time spent on the annual reconciliation of physical and

theoretical inventory is reduced

15



To summarise, the MRP system may be described as follows;

"MRP takes a masterschedule, explodes it through a bill of material, nets it against

an inventory record and predicts the shortages week by week a year or more into t~e
"/1 '

future." Pef~.8 . ) .'

2.'" Advantages of the MRP System

The use of Material Requirements Planning to manage and control your materials

results in several benefits. These include the following;

1. MRP is a powerful scheduling tool that ensures that your projects will

2. have the right material at the right time.

3. The number of projects that will need to be rescheduled will be reduced since

MRP ensures material availability.

4. The consolidated material supply plan generated by MRP allows a degree of

flexibility in balancing supply and demand.

S. MRP highlights demand for material that is impossible to meet and indicates the

projects that will be affected, allowing proactive management judgement to be
applied.

6. Input to MRP is derived from future projects or planned maintenance instead of

historical data, resulting in inventory reductions and improved availability of

materials.

7. Increased stock turn ratios, higher service levels and improved inventory

accuracy will be experienced as a result of the use of MRP.

8. Budgeting is made easier and more accurate because visibility, of short and long

term demand, is made possible when MRP is utilised.

9. Con~pi1ation of formal Bills of Materials required for the MRP system normally

results in the creation of optimally standardised and highly accurate Bills of

Material.

2.8 MajorRequirements for a Successful MRPImplementatfon
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1 Top Management Commitment

MRP is a system that ,is used to run a manufacturing business. It is not just

for controlling inventory or maintaining accurate Bills of Materials. Since

MRPaffects everybody in the company, top management must understand it,

be fully committed to it' and demand results from it.

2 The appointment of a dedicated MRPProject Leader

It is important to appoint a dedicated MRP project leader who will ensure

that every phase of the implementation is addressed and carried out

satisfactorily.

3 Commitment to the Education and Training of all the Staff associated

with the implementation

About 50% of the time and effort spent on the implementation should be

directed towards education and training, Emplcyees must learn the new
c-:

philosophies and learn how to use the new tools to perform their jobs

satisfactorily. At the end of the day, the cost of education and training is

much less than the cost of ignorance

4 Current datajr.tegrity such as: valid lead times, accurate inventory

records and formal product structures

it is of th7!utmost importance that the data is 100% accurate since, "garbage
,/

in, garbage out." When populating the database with all the information, the

easiest way to ensure the integrity of the data, is to make' someone

accountable for it.
II

5 Set objectives and measure your performance against them

At the beginning of the implementation it is Important to set objectives 51)

that at least we know where we are going,i.t.o the implementation. If we do

not measure our performance i.t.o the objectives, we will not know haw far

we have come. World class manufacturing requires continuous improvement

and Mf<Pwithout performance measurement is destined to fail.



2.9 What is ahead for MRP?

in the ~arly days of materials requirements planning, it was difficult to obtain and

track the correct data. In many respects the ~bi1ity to do those things today is much

enhanced with the current capabilities tor information processing, for the sharing of

data bases, for: managing of data bases and the flow of information. The most

important implication is the ability to maintain a single source of information that is

always accurate and always available, thus improving performance throughout the

company. Gains in the operating efficiency of any portion of a production

environment will be multiplied by the use of MRP.

One of the main areas for growth for MRPwill possibly be the incorporation tit new
concepts in production scheduling and control. In 1983 APICS ( American

Production and Inventory Control Society) announced their new "Zero Inventory

Crusade". They believed that just-in-time, zero inventory and Kanban type concepts

an: seen to be useful ways of making progress. MRP is a push system with released

orders pushing through along the route and accumulating as work in process or

buffer inventories.

The Kanban approach is radically different. It is a pull system, whereby work on a

part is not started until a signal is received that it is needed further along the

production process. Work in process inventories are therefore minimised. This

implies continuous development of the production process to minimise bottleneck

operations.

It is likely that a marriage between MRP and Zero Inventory will take place iJ the

future. MRP is powerful at long tern! rnaster scheduling. Zero inventory is powerful

at the detailed scheduling level. In order to combine MRP and Zero Inventory.

thought needs to be given to <~roup Technology type concepts. Group Technology

seeks to identify families of products with similar manufacturing sequences or

requirements. After this, a "cell't.is created, which is in effect a flowline factory within

a factory. The Group Technology factory within a factory concept may be found to fit

well with the development of small or personal computer based MRP systems.

It seems likely that attention will be given to decentralised or networked MI~';'

systems. Whilst also fitting in well with Zero Inventory concepts, such small

18



may help with the MRP implementation process, which has been 1';(:; failing of many

large MRP installations thus far.

Distribution is another challenging area of development. The concept of Distribution

Requirements Planning, which is !\:IRPapplied to Distribution environments, has yet

to make an impact in South Africa.

i)'
.I
1/
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3. PLANNING - LITERATURE SURVEY

;r,j
II

II

in management, plan~~g is a prere~~;!>!~1for meaningful execution and control.?hc
relationship between t~~esethree fU(' ~,'sis illustrated in the figure below. ' '

~'':'''''''J-

I
IL _ CONTROL

I i
/'/ __ '_'""",~~·+-:sn'!....."''''"'''-=·,""",-''::====lI=''''''==;=r.;=-= .....~i;;;,)··~....L ==r:;

t.!
Fig 3.1, Schematic Relationship of Mal1(lgement Functions

Execution is the carrying out of the plans, whereas the control is the comparing of

the actual results with the desired results and deciding whether objectives or

methods of execution should be revised. 'ithout planning there is no basis fa:

action ann as such, no basis fer evaluating the results achieved.

"Planning not only provides the path for action, it also enables management to

evaluate the probability of successfully completing the journey." Ref 3.'2:

Diligent planning often reveals the pitfalls and shortcomings of decisions ...hich

appear to the casual observer as the natural course to fellow.
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3.1 Classification of PlanningActivities

Planning activities are frequently classified on the basis of the two related

. mensions; viz, the length of the planning horizon and the s ategic - tactical

di{ .nsicn.

3. 1. 1 The planning horizon

Plans can fall into one ot three categories, depending on the length of time from

planning to final execution. These three categories are:

• long range

• medium range

II short range

There is no set time span for each of these categoi ics since the time span depends
.x

on the operational environment of a given organisation. The period covered by the
t ~I

long range I..Han should be equal to or greater than the composite lead time, to bring

about the rc.quired changes. In some cases these c'ianges will constitute a change in
_" \

the directiL.,,· at" the business. Medium range planning usually covers a period

beginning one to two months into the future and ending anything from twelve to

eighteen months thereafter. There is no fixed number of days or weeks prior to

production at which short range planning begins. It is important to note that

planning is an ".ngq~ng act'v.ty which requires constant refinement and adjustment.

3.2 Strategic· Tactica' f1sr;ning

Strategic planning is the process of establishing corporcte goals and objectives along

with the plans to accomplish them, while tactical planning is the process of selecting

the methods of achieving these organisational objectives.

Production inventory management personnel participate in long range and strategic

planning by specifying the capacity requirements for proposed plans. However, they

devote most of their rime ano effort to tactical decisions in the medium and ~h{)rt
range.
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Figure 3.2 below shows the :'?foduction inventory management activities classified by

the time horizon.
Ii

MEDIUM RANGE

Distribution
Requirements
Planning

(DR!?)

Mastel' Production
Schedullng

(MPS)

Rough-Cut
Capacity
Planning

(RCP)
Demand
Management

Fig 3.2 Schematic of Planning Activities



As can be seen from fig 3.2 all the material planning is done in the medium to short

range. It is important to note that these activities frequently take place in more than

one time frame. For this reason we will concentrate on the medium to short range

plans.

3.2 1 Medium Range Planning

The medium range plan is a common intermediate step between the production plan
"

and the master production schedule. it m8.Ybe a distinct activity at a point in time

she to eighteen months prior to production or it may be a refinement in tl~e

production plan that takes place gradually over a number of months. Whereas long

range planning involves decisions which take a long time to imp}cment or undo,

medium range planning involves decisions usually concerning such things as

employment levels, overtime budget, production rates, inventory levels 'and

subcontracting out.

A major task faces inventory management in the medium range. Planning aggregate

inventory and production levels to attain a desired level of customer service and to

have the costs of carrying inventory, approach a minimum. This is called the

aggregate planning problem.

3.2.2 The aggregate planning problem

(I

Not only does the demand for snow blowers and lawn mowers follow a seasonal

(,rend, but so does the demand trend for many items. Variations in the. demand for

consumer goods generate varying demand for the raw materials, components and

supplies used in their manufacture. Coping with these variations in demand is one

of the most challenging problems confronting manufacturing and inventory

management. 1he economic consequences \9f plannir-, aggregate production and

inventory levels can be substantial.

Different approaches are available for obtaining solutions to the aggregate planning

problem. Theze approaches include:

J • Trial and error methods

2. Linear programming cost minimisation

3. Linear decision rules

4. Search decision rule.,

5.. Hierarchical planning and disaggregation

6. Goal programming
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While trial and error probably is still the most commonly used method, methods 2

and 6 are gaining greater acceptance as the situations in which each works well are

pinpointed.

The aggregate planning problem is complex and aggregate planning decisions have a

major impact on the success of the firm, The objectives of aggregate planning

support overall organisation objectives such as profit, return on investment and

growth.

Aggregate pl.armin~ objectives usually include the following:

• Achieving a customer service at or above a specified level

• Maintaining the inventory investment below a specified level. (This

specified level will be the maximum inventory level)
• Maximising productio: efficiency 'within the constraints of customer

service and inventory cost objectives
• Min{.misingtotal inventory decision related costs while achieving the

desired production efficiency and customer service objectives.

3.3 Forecasting

Forecasting has a major role to play in plaaning.

"Forecasting demand is a lot like forecasting the weather, In both instances there is

no such thmg as a sure bet; predictions usually tum out to be in the ballpark. but

occasionally they miss the mark completely. Moreover in both cases the forecasts

serve as a basis for planning." Ref 3.3

In business, forecasts are th~basis for capacity planning, budgeting, sales planning,

production and inventory planning, purchasing planning and many more. Forecasts

play such an important role in the whole planning process because they enable

managers to anticipate the future and thereby plan ,1\" ordingly. It is important to

note that business forecasting consists of more than simply predicting demand.



Forecasts are also used to predict profits, costs, productivity, availability of

resources and raw materials. However for the; sake of this study the focus will be em

forecasting demand

Even with the aid of computers and advanced mathematical models, forecasting is

not an exact science A successful forecast requires the skilful blending of art and

science. Experience, judgement and technical expertise all playa role in developing

accurate forecasts. Forecasts are major inputs for many operation decisions and

thus it is essential that those people preparing forecasts know exactly what kind of

forecasting techniques are available. There are a wide variety of forecasting

techniques available, each one being used in different situations or under different

conditions. However, there are certain qualities which are common to all techniques

and it is important to recognise them.

These are as follows:

• Forecasting techniques generally assume that the same underlying system that

existed in the past will continue to exist in the future.

• Forecasts are rarely perfect. Actual results will usually differ from predicted

values and as such allowances should be made for inaccuracies.
.. Forecasts for groups of items tend to be more accurate than forecasts for

individual items because in:ecasting errors amongst individual items tend to

cancel each other out. (j :)ortunities for grouping could arise if items or raw

materials are used in more than one product.
.. Forecast accuracy decreases as the time period covered by the forecast increases,

The reason for this is that short term forecasts have to contend with fewer

uncertainties than longer range forecasts.

Th .re are five basic steps which should be followed in order to achieve accurate

forecasts. These are;

.. Determine the purpose of the forecast and when it ,.....ill be needed. This will

enable you to determine the level of detail required in the forecast.

• Establish the time period that the forecast must cover Always keep in mind tl: \t

accuracy de creases with time.

• Select a forecasting technique.

• Gather and analyse the appropriate data and then prepare the forecast.
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• Monitor the forecast to see if it is performing in a satisfactory manner. If not

revise the forecast

There are two general approaches to forecasting. There is the qualitative and the

quantitative approach. The qualitative approach consists mainly of subjective inputs

which often defy precise numerical description. Qualitative techniques permit the

inclusion of soft data, such as human factors, personal opinions , hunches, etc.
i Quantitative methods involve either the extension of historical data or the

development of associative models to make a forecast. Quantitative techniques

consist mainly of analysing objective or hard data. They usually avoid the personal

biases that sometimes contaminate the qualitative methods.

3.4 Forecasi::i1.l.g Techniques

There are numerous techniques that can be used for forecasting. Wewill examine

three of the more commonly used techniques.

1. The naive approach

2. Moving averages

3. Exponential smoothing

1. The Naive Approach

This approach to forecasting is wonderfully simplistic, The last observation m

a time period or sequence is used as the forecast for the next period. For

example, if .January's demand is for ten bicycles then February's forecast will

be for ten bicycles. What they are basically saying here is that the immediate

future is expected to be pretty much the same as the recent past.

While the naive approach may appear to be too simplistic it does have it's

merits. It is very easy to understand and use, ar-d there is little or no cost

involved in preparing the forecast The catch with the naive approach is that

it only works if there is little variation in actual values from period to period.
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There will be many cases where the naive approach will not work very well,

however in these cases it can serve a useful purpose in providing a standard

against whicb the alternative techniques can be measured.

2, Moving Averages

Next to the naive approach this is the simplest of all forecasting techniques.

When using historical data for forecasting there is a certain amount of

random variation which tends to obscure systematic movements in the data.

Ideally it would be desirable to be able to completely remove any randomness

from the data. Moving averages are usually used to remove most of this

randomness. This will ensure that the nonrandom variatio,?s remain intact.

~~
Averaging techniques smooth out these random fluctuatfjs because the

individual highs and lows in the data offset each otherjiwhen they are

combined into an average, Moving averages are conti~any updated by

replacing the oldest values in the series by the most recel~!tvalues. There are

two types of moving averages; the simple moving average and the weinhted

moving average.

With the simple moving average the average of three periods of actual data

can be calculated and this can be used as the forecast for the next period's

data.

The weighted moving average differs from the simple moving average in that

a simple moving average assigns 'In equal weight to each observation while.

the weighted average generally weighs the more recent observations heavier

than the older ones. For a four period observation the simple moving average

would assign an weigh of 0.25 to each period. The weighted moving average

would weight it as follows: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 & 0.4 with 0.4 going to the most
I".>

recent observation. (1 ,te: the Sum of the weights must always be equal to 1).

The advantage of weighted averages over simple averages is that more

emphasis is placed on the recent observations.
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It is important to note that averaging t:echniques have two fundamental

characteristics. One is that they smooth variations in the data and the other

is that they do not react immediately to changing trends in the data.

3. Exponential Smoothing

This is probably the most popular method used fo~ forecasting. Basically
,(

exponential smoothing is a form of weighted moving 1~verages.However, it is

far superior to the methods discussed in the previous section. Exponential
I

smoothing's superiority comes from the fact that the weighting patterns can

easily be altered to meet the needs of a particular situation. The fact that it

has minimal data storage .requirements makes exponential smoothing

attractive for computerisation, especially when there are many items which

you want to forecast. In contrast, for a large number of items the ';)3.ta

storage requirements for moving average techniques can be enormous.

The ~;'name exponential smoothing is derived from the way weight~~~

assigned to historical. The most recent values receive most of the weight and

the weights fall off exponentially as the age of the data increases. Exponential

smoothing is ideal/4r data that varies around an average.

The principles behind exponential smoothing are relatively easy to use and

understand, Each new forecast will be based on the preVIOUSforecast plus a

percentage of the forecasting error. The forecasting error is the difference

between the forecast value and the actual value of the series at that point.

New forecast= Old forecast + K(Actual - Old forecast)

where K - smoothing constant

3.4.1 Choosing a Forecasting Technique

There are many different kinds of forecasting techniques available and no one

technique works best in every situation. In selecting a technique for a gil/en

situation the manager or analyst must take a number of fact, . '\~nto

consideration. The two most important factors me cost and accuracy

Generally speaking the more accurate the forecast, the higher the cost, so it



\\is important to weigh cost-accuracy trade offs very carefully. The best

forecast is not necessarily the most accurate or least costly, but raoher some

combination of the TWO.

Other Iactors to take into consideration include the availability of historical

data, the availability of computers, the time needed to gather the data,

analyse it and prepare the fr,l"f!cast,as well as any prior experience 'with a

particular technique. The forecast horizon is also important because some

techniques are more suited to long range forecasts while others work best for

the short range.

'Ii
In some instances it may be decided to use more than one forecasting

technique in order to obtain independent forecasts. If the different methods

produced approximately the same predictions, that would boost the

confidence in the results.

Forecasting is an integral part of planning and many companies brush it off

as a waste of time and money.
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4. PROBLEMS AT THE DISTRIBUTOR PRIOR TO IMPLEMENTATION

As was mentioned in the introduction, the Distributor was experiencing several
<!

problems in the a'lJeaof Materials Management and it was as a direct result of these

problems that it was decided to implement MRPand to address thelack of adequate

planning.

, \
\'

The problems that occurred at the Distributor prior to implementation can be split

into two categories:

1. general materials management problems

2. MRP associated problems

4.1 GeneralMaterialsManagement Problems

These were problems that were identified at the Distributor and which occurred as a
result of poor materials management practices. These problems, if not resolved,

would have an advers.. effect on the MRPimplementation.

There were two ways by which these problems were identified. These were:

by doing audit;~rld conducting interviews

by monitoring the Distributor's key performance indicators (KPI's)..

Eskom's KPI's are used to measure performance as well as the direction and trends

of activities. By doing this they enable top management to see at a glance whether

overall performance if..focused towards Eskorn's goals. The KPI's that we monitor for

the MRP implementation are:

• total stockholding

• day's worth of stock ))

• customer ser.1Ce level

Ii
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Total Stockholding

The stock on hand is measured as it represents the magnitude of capital that is tied J

/'"' I

up in stock. The optimum amount of stock should be kept so as to keep operatic] \ _i
running smoothly without excess inventory costs. The inventory value is presented

as a bar graph showing total stock tot each of the previous J 2 months.

~"I"'yfs worth of Stock

This ratio allows a comparison of materials management performance over time, as

wen as between Business units. The usage value for a year (Va~(leof the previous 12

months' issues) is divided by 365 to calculate the value of a day's worth Of stock.

This is divided into the stock value (ideally the average over the past 12 months) to

determine how many days worth of stock are held.

Customer Service Level

Customer service level reflects the success rate achieved in delivering an item to a

___-,-~ustomer by the promised time (which is ideally the need date). The achieved service

level depends, to a large extent on the investment in inventory. The higher the

inventory, the better the potential service, given that the inventory mix is correct.

The lower the inventory, the greater the risk of stock outs.

Stock Turn Ratio

This ratio basically tells you how often YI)U turn Overyour stock during r..year, This

ratio allows you to see if any (Ii' your stock is not moving at all.

The flUdits/Avere carried out at both the .regional offices and at the stores. These

audits and/interviews were conducted to determine what problems, if any, existed in

the Distributor. 't'he KPI's would only highlight (indicate) that there are problems,

but the mterviews and audits would help to pinpoint the exact problems.

Problems that were identified included:

.. high stockholding figures

• low stock turn ratios



mediocre customer service

• insufficiently educated materials management staff

• ~tor;kouts on some items & surpluses on others
( )

• lack of discipline:with stores practices, ouch as issuing, receiving and cycle

counting
• lack of adherence to materials management procedures

• no accountability at the stores for high stock levels

• LITILE OR NO PLANNING BY THE PRo.JECTMANAGERS

These problems have to be addressed and sorted out before the MRP implementation

is complete.

The key performance indicators will be used to benchmark the Distributor at the

start of the implementation. They will be monitored on a monthly basis throughout

the duration of the implementation, thus monitoring the progress.

4.1.1 How the problems were addressed

• 'High stockholding figures, 10"·.'1 stock turn ratios and rnediocre customer

service levels: - these result from the lack of discipline in issuing,

receiving and cycle counting. Addressing this problem will ensure that

the KPi's improve. The only way of addressing this problem is through

education. Aribther factor that could result in poor KPI's is bad planning.

If the planning is not"accurate, then MRP is going to reflect this. When

planning is based on forecasts, it is essential that those forecasts are as

accurate as possible. Inaccurate forecasts will result in bad planning

which will ultimately lead to the abovementioned problems.
It Insufficiently educated materials management staff: - the only way in

which this can be addressed is through education and training. The first

step was to determine what the skills shortages were for each of the

functions at the Distributor. The next step was to develop and schedule

the training courses. One of the biggest activities with J 1 MRP

implementation [approximately 60% of the time), is education and

training. The importance of this cannot be emphasised enough.
Stock outs on some items and surpluses on others: - this can be

attributed to two things; bad planning and bad materials management.

Good, accurate planning is essential to the success of MP.P.Thankfully

the Distributor recognised the problem and made a stern effort to resolve

the problem. They looked at retrainin.j the staff as well as starting an

'.,.)_



awareness campaign as to the importance of planning. Since a lot of the-,
planning is based 011 forecasts from the Forecast & Plai. ."ng system, it

'.v8'3 essential that the users knew how to work the system properly. Once

again retraining was needed. A large DAmber of stock outs were directly

attributed to poor materials management practices, It is esseritial to

ensure that lyoUI'stock levels are always up to date and accurate ("'5%

accuracy). By doing this a great rnany of the stock outs could have been

avoided.

• Lack of discipline with stores practices, such <1';; issuing, recelviag and

t '\:le coxnting: - Stores practices and prcG~dures are in place .to ensurv

that the stores will be run effectively. Atfdits were carried out at all of tlv.~

''::;~ stores to ascertain where the problem areas were. Once highlighted, each

problem area was addressed individually by the appropriate manager.

Enforcing accountability onto the relevant people, coupled with U,le

authority and responsibility to do the job, the performance in these areas

should improve,

• T~~ planning issue Is the most. urgent issue to 1I:.ddress,since there is
( .'

ongoing pressure from management to reduce stocks and increase service
i;~j'

levels ..This issue will be addressed in section 6 of this report.

~ ,
By addresr 'n:: each of the abovementioned problems and finding solutions to them,

, ,,"":'\

the chance 6.: a successfubimplementation was greatly increased.

4.2 MRP Associated PrGlblel:l1s

These were problems that were Identified c';; arising ~)_~~::~a resistanceto ;:,' or lack

of understanding of materials requirements planni!-!g\

Problems that were identified inc:luded:-

• a general lack of understanding or knowledge of MRP

• a general resistance to MRP

• a lack of belief in the benefits of MRP
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• a general resistance to change

• a lack of support for AS1

One of' the major MRP related problems that arose eve.; before the implementation

began, was the resistance and lack of support for MRP. This resistance \,

encountered mainly at grass roots level, with the operational staff. However,

resistance was also experienced, In a lesser extent, with middle management. A lot of

the resistance and lack of eupport -uld be directly attributed to a lack of

understanding of materials requirements planning. One of the things tnat was

evident Was that many of the people who were involved 1Il the MRP project, from :he

Distributor's side, had little or no knowledge of MRP. This meant that we had to

emnark on an extensive training program even before the t!llpiementation bepan.

i/ "~tens!ve training program was developed from the project

t, err; which would provide them with the necessary training 'tun exposure needed in

d'rd~r to work on the implementation. Over a one month period the whole proje:

team underwent extensive training in MRP, as well as the Eskom ASI system. Once

this was done, our attention was focused to the people who would be using this MRP

system. Before any training was attempted it was felt that it wal..\more important to

try and overcome this resistance to the system, because there is no way that a

system is going to be successful if the people using it do= believe in it. A series of

.road shows were developed in order to inform the future users, as to what exactly

was happening with the MRP project. The main aim of these roadshows was to

create awareness and understanding of tl.e project.

It was important that the roadshows were held at all the regions and districts in

order to ensure that sufficient awarenees was created throughout the Distributor.

The effect was almost instantaneous. As soon as the people became aware of what

the project entailed, and especially what the benefits would be to them, they voiced

support and accepted that the implementation woi ..1rl" be of benefit to everyone.

HOWeV{\l, there will still some "hardline" cases of people who refused to alter their

standpoint on MRP.

Another of the problems was file lack of support for the ASI (American Software

Incorpc+ated] system. This is the mainframe system that Eskorn presently uses to

manage it's materials, This is also the systerr, [hat will bs 11,.',T'lng MRP.



Due to se. eral support problems with the system, ASI's users have been losing

patience with the system and as a result there was some doubt as to whether an ASI

based MRP system would work. The first step to rebuild the users' confidence in ASI

was to sort out the system support side of things. Better people were assigned to

system support al~d measures were introduced so that customer complaints and

enhancements cO~~be handled swiftly and effectively. This proved to be v.:~ry

effective since users 'were no longer having to wait for a lengthy period of time to sec
results. The other measure was to train the users better. Many cf the faults that

were being registered on the system were as a direct result of incorrect userentries.

The-same applied to enhancements Users were submitting enhancements in order

to change the system to do things that it could already do, just the users did not

know about it. Therefore the user trainer campaign was a very important part of the

implementation,

;\ ! \ , (I
\' .1 '\

These were not all the pro~\lel!ls that were en,.:..untered during the implementation,
)\

however they were the ones that if not attended to, could r(S;!:~ In the failure of the

implementation.

1/
Following is a list of some of the other problems that were encountered during the

implementation:

.. inconsistent design standards

contractors not sticking to design standards

hoarding of materials in the field
•
..
.. Marketing overpromising

databases full of corrupted information..
.. sblti" ..rtages c.::'

,. m'~of several S(~stemswhich do not talk to each other

poor system support on the ASi side..

These problems will all be covered during the course of this study,



5. MRP IMPLEMENTATIONPI.AN

Before any work could be carried out on the implementation, a detailed action plan,

or implementation plan had to be developed and agreed upon between all the

concerned parties. viz, Operational Support; who are the MHP specialists, and the

Pretoria Distributor, who are the customers.

5.1 Development of.MRP Implementatfon Plan

There 2";C several theoretical approaches which can be followed when implementing

MRP, however, there arc r-ertain areas of the implementation that are common to all

the different approaches. The problem is that it IS impossible to simply follow an

implementation plan that is laid out b a text book and hope that the

implementation will be successful in your particular environment. It is important to

develop an implementation plan that will .oest meet the objectives of the customer.

The different types of information that should appear on the action plan are as

follows;

'" the different activities

'" the responsible people for the activities

'" the start and due dates of the activities

The vital activities that have to be included in any MRP implementation plan are as

follows;

'" training

'" integrity of data

'" system set-up

The pur{)ose of the action plan is to lay down all the activities that have to he
;r-

completed to ensure that the implementation is a success. The project manager

should ensure that each activity is met by the due date. It is important that once the

implementation plan has been drawn up, responsible people have been assigned to

the various tasks and target dates have been decided upon, all the relevant parties

must agree to this plan and accept it. In this case the relevant parties were the

Engineering Manager, the Materials Manager and the consultant (myself].



On~e everyone was happy with the implementation plan. the implementation could/=='-~'"
begin, f

//
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I'
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j
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(See Appendix 2 for 'implementation plan)

5.2 The Detailed Implementation Plan

GENERIC MRP IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

Document
current
process

:MRP Education and Training

Finalise the Product
Structures (BOMs)

MRP

Fig 5.1 The~~etical Impler.nentationPlan

~~--~----------~Develop new Materials
Management Process

Develop
~ystem

interfaces ~

Input Business
Plan into the
aster Schecele

Conversion
to

MRPsystem

\ Validation of Dn13\

L l I I I~o_.,h!___1_L±±=~--i---'-+---I-=]
'ThE:diagram illustrates a proposed tim~table for

implementation of the various acnvltles )



1 :O-o.rm.ationof a Project Team

While it is the function of the consultant to advise and monitor during the

implementation, it is vital that the Distributor staff, who will be using MRP, are
"actively involved in the implementation. A project team should be formed consisting

of high-level representatives from all the relevant line functions. These line functions

include . Commercial, Engineering, Design, Marketing, Construction, Project

Services as well as the consultant.

The role of the project team will be to ensure that every aspect of the implementation\\
I'\
\ ia addressed and completed successfully. The project team should sit every week or

\ second week depending on necessity.

\,
1\ "
\;12 Initial Work

'l~here is a lot of initial preparatory work that has to be done at the onset (If the

implementation. This consists of the following;

II
I; \'

audits on BOM'Sf buying and stores

documentation of the current planning process

sell presentations to design, districts and commercial•

\"j a. Audits on BOMs, buying and stores

Before we can start the implementation it is important to determine the current

status of the business. See how the business is operating without MRP. MRP will

only be successful if the bills of material (BOMs) are 100% accurate, Inaccurate

BOl\-\~ will ultimately lead to inaccurate material requests. An audit of all the

electuification BOMs had to be done to ensure that product structures, lead times

and usage rates are accurate. The engineering department are responsible for

maintenance of the BpMs and they have a design standard specifying the Eskom

specified design standards for the BOMs. All projects have to be designed according

to these design standards. All the bills of material in the design standards must be

audited. It is important to Include thp. contractors and project engineers in this audit
"'since they are the peopll '.0 are using the material to build the lines, theief~re they

will know if the current BOMs are up to scratch or if they need to be amended.

The buying process is an integral part of the MI~Pprocess. The placing of purchase

orders and expediting according t~ ithe Master Schedule are key functions l~)



\,

'\
\

ensuring the success of MRP. As with the BOM aUdit\ the
I,

expediting processes should be audited and documented.

current buying and

The stores play an integral role in MRPand as such the stores audit should be done

thoroughly. The computer system used at the Distributor to r.'lanage their materials,

prior to MRP, reflects certain information about the stock it~\ms in the store. It is

important to do a store audit to determine the accuracy of t~~isstores data, since

100 % data integrity is essential for MRPsuccess.

The following information is captured for each stock item;

• the NSN- national stock number

• inventory on hand

• location in the store

• UMC - unit of measure

• purchase lead time

Theory dictates that this information should be 95% accurate for"MRP to be a
\

success. The findings of the audit must be documented and if this 9~~1oaccuracy is
!,

not achieved. action plans must be put in place to achieved the desiredjaccuracy,
\\ /} ','I

)1 ,
I \'"

With both the' :8/6Msaccuracy and the stores accuracy it is important i;.toset target
II '

dates by which {hese accuracy's have to be achieved, or else the implementation will
.;

be halted until such time that they are achieved. (in our case these targef dates were
, I

one month prior to the "go live" date) Setting these target dates is important since

they force the project team to achieve and maintain these data accuracy's. i',

h. Document the CUITentPlanning Process

'\, ,

P.s was rne~tioned in the literature survey, accurate planning up front can, be the

difference bt\hVeena success story or a failure as far as MRP is concerned, AU the
\\

;Jlher require~\1entscan be in place hut if there is no planning up front, MRPwill fail.

The current planning process should be documented as it is almost certain that it

will have to be altered to accommodate MRP.



c. Sell presentations to design, districts and commercial

Many of the people doing the design, construction, planning and commercial

functions for Electrification are unaware of what MRPis, what impact it will have on

the business and what is required to make it work. A presentation should be put

together to convey this information to the above mentioned people. Once the

presentation is compiled, everyone who will be affected by MRP should be present. It

is vital to include everyone who will be working with MRP, in the impiementation

from the start. A MRP implementation should not be handled as a Turnkey project.

It is the users system and they should be involved.

3 Education and Training

As was mentioned in the literature survey, 50% of the time and money spent on the

implementation should be spent on education and training. Two types of training are

needed. These consist of theoretical MRP training and system based training. The

MRP project team and user group should undergo this training early on in the

implementation. The user group should consist of the most important users' of the

system, such as the master scheduler, the demand scheduler. inventory optimisers

and stores processors. {
\\

a. Theoretical MRP Training

M03t of the users of this systei ...are unfamiliar with the principles of MRP. It is

important that these basic principles be conveyed to all the people who will be

working with MRP. The project team and user group should be trained early on. in

the implementation 50 that they can become familiar with the philosophies of MRP

as well as become familiar with the system. The other users can go through this

training just prior to going live. It is important that all the various functions involved

in running MRP attend the same initial training. The reason for this is that these

different' functions will be working together to make MRP a success once it is

implemented therefore if they all attend the training they can highlight and discuss

any potential problems.



b. MRPSystem Training

MRP is a computer based system and it is important that everyone using this sys~m

k.."'1QWS how it works. Two types of system training are suggested; a system overview

and detailed system training.

A general MRP system overview will be given to the project team and user group

quite early in the Implementation. This will give the users insight into how the ~.-1EP··\
I '

system will integrate with the current systems being used.

A mere detailed training session will be held just prior to going live. Each user will

be given detailed training in his/her specific function. This is done late in the

implementation to ensure that it is stili clear in their minds WhC'l1 they switch over to

MRP. a training data base will be made available to tyle users so that they can "play"

on the system while they train. This is a good way to get to know the system. A

refresher training session will be given f' week prior to going live for anyone who

needs it.

User manuals are provided by AS! (AS! is the system that Eskom uses to manage its

inventory.)

4 Finalise Organogram, Project Management Process & MRPProcess

Implementing MRP does not simply involve taking the current processes and

applying some software to them. It involves reviewing the current processes for

planning, srheduling and issuing material. The Mnp process for these functions

must be finalised, documented and distributed to the relevant parties, This

~listdbutiol1 of the processes will take place via a roadshow. Each of the different

functions will be shown hov MRP will affect them and what changes will be

necessary to make MRPwork.

It is important to decide on how many peopie are needed to run MRP successfully

and what their functions should be. This must be dr=wn up by the consultant in

conjunction with the Materials Manager, the Engineering Manager and the

Commercial Manager, If new people are needed they should be appointed as soon as

possible. Job descriptions should be drawn up for every person who is working with

MRP.



5 Decide on Plant Material TyPf:Sand Implement

/'\
In Eskom there are different types of material that are used for different cMegories of

work, i.e, reticulation material, construction material, maintenance material, etc. A

material type has to be decided on for all electrification projects that are going to be

run through MRP. Only MRP material will be assigned this material type. It is

important to decide on this material type fairly on in the implementation since all

the material that is currently being used i~f electrification will have to be transferred

from it's current material type to the new one. This will be done during the material

type cot;version. Eskom Corporate Commerci~li decides on the material types that

should Le used throughout Eskorn. It was decided that all MRP material will be

assigned a material type of MF. Prior to MRP all electrification material was assigned

a material type of SS.

6 Collect Security Information forBue

The Business Unit Controller (BUC) is responsible for loading people onto the

network and assigning them profiles. In order to restrict the number of people that

have access onto the system, each user will be assigned profiles that are linked to

the function he/she is performing. Each function will have a separate profile. It is

important to identify what profiles each person should have and to supply this

information to the DUe, who will then load them witn their relevant profiles. Audit

reports can be run to determine who 118.5what profile,

7 Compilation & Distribution of new Policies & Procedures

The existing policies and procedures for the handling of electrification material did

not make provision for MRP. These policies and procedures basically dictate how the

electrification projects should ba handled from the planning phase, right through to

the issuing of the material, These policies and procedures have to be revised to

accommodate MRP, It is the responsibility of the project team to compile these new

procedures in accordance with the Business Unit's objectives.

Once the new policies and procedures have been compiled they must be distributed

to all the users, so that they can see how MRP is going to impact on the way things

are currently being done.



8 Implement M.nual Planning Process

As has been mentioned before, planning is the key to a successful implementation.

The planning process that was bein,s used prior to MRP was considered not to he a

success from the Inventory Management point of ,..iew. One of the action plans was

to investigate the current planning process and revise it so that the up front

planning was accurate. The planning precess has to ensure that the material
)) .' _____.-:;--;;;::;::;:;::=:::::=-:::::.::::.~- ~::':::::::'-'--:.: .. - -, . "

requirements for all the proje~~re known to t:he ItrVchtoty, department at least 6

weeks prior to the need date. We WG' 'j 6 weeks since this is the average purchase

lead time for the stock items. ThIS manual planning process must he implemented at

least 2 months prior to going live so that the project managers can become familiar

with it by the time they switch over to MRP.

Adetailed investigation into the planning process can be found in section 7.

9 Implement Engineering Change (ECN)Process

As was mentioned earlier, 100% data integrity is essential to MRP success. One of

the areas that can effect this data accuracy :15engineering changes. An engineering

change will occur when a stock number f~lr a stock item changes, or eli bill "of

material changes. It is important to have strict control over these changes. Normally

it is the design engineers that request the changes to be made. They will inform the

inventory people who will in turn inform the project managers and contractors.

However, if this is not enforced then it will not happen. The easiest way of enforcing

this is through the formation of an Engineering Change Committee, consisting of

representatives from all the areas affected by an engineering change (viz, design,

inventory, project management and construction]. The current engineering change

procedures must be revised to accommodate the Engineering Change Committee. All
/ "

engineering changes must be submitted to the Engineering Change Committee for

approval before they can be implemented. This will help to maintain lOOt Yo data

integrity.

10 Identify Planning Parameters

Certain planning parameters such as safety stock, order quantities and lead times

have to be decided upon for every item.



The chances are good thaf'all this informaCon already exists for alJ the stock items,

however it must be revised at regular inter ..als. The buyers and the master

scheduler are responsible for revising this information.

/1,j

11 Instruct IT (info:nnation'technology) to set up Data Base

The Information Technology department is responsible for setting up the MRPdata

base on the mainframe. They need approximately one month to set up the software

II and test it befor~ going live.

12 a.ck flJlS.Sl ASl interface ia in place

One"of the main problems that is experienced in Eskom regarding systems, is that

there are a number of systems being operated that do not talk ta each other. The

Project manugers'input their re4Uirements for MRP onto the Business Management

System. (BMSjThis informat must then be downloaded into the Ml<P system

which is loaded on the ASI system. (Section 6 gives a detailed look at the systems

ulted to run MRP) A major problem was rnscovered. The BMS system could not talk

to the ASI system, therefore all the requirements would have to be loaded manually.

This was unacceptable therefore the Information-.Technology department was

cemmiasioned to design an interface between BMS and AS! to facilitate the

downloading of demand. A requirement for "going live" is that the interface must be

tested and hl production by the ~go live" date, or else the switch over would be

postponed.

13 Conversion and Tcgt

During this phase of the implementation the database has to be populated with
:1

data. All the stock items and parent items have to be loaded together with t~~eBills

of Material and planning parameters. The consultant should advise the users on

how to populate the database, but it is the users themselves that should do the

actual population. Since data integrity is essential to MRP success a check should be

done after the population is complete to ensure that the data has: been leaded

correctly

Once this has been done, the projects can be loaded onto the system and they can

convert from their manual system to MHP.



14 Sip OtT(final audit)

Once the system is live the consultant will.have to spend a couple of pays at the

business unit to help sort out any teething problems. When b(t"L',_partiesare satisfied

that the objectives of the implementation have been achieved h, \hat the system is
'" ' ,)

working wen, the prpject can be signed off. i ">~_

(I

I'

h . ~"he a)1)oveimplementation plan is specifically designed for the implen .entation of MRP
I!

.a Eslrom's Pretoria distributor and is by no means-a generic \ 1RP implementation

plan. c. Only by following the theoretical framework wh: doing the actual

tmple'lllenbttiQP will we be aC-~to highlight any deviations 01' problem areas that are
v .~. __ I _"_ 1t

not catertd for in the irnplerne-atation plan,

()

()

\, ,
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6. ~FACTUAL DtPL~hiE~TA';(N (P~CTICAL)
lJ' t) } ;

The ~heoretical implem~l}tatidh Jfa~~{{very thorough and detailed. HO\~ever.there is
I "', '

a goJki ~rnce that the practical implementation may not go ~'Ccording to plan. By
i!,Jj

this we'meant~at there will always be deviationsfrom the action plan due to ~r1:
unforeseen circumstances. For this reason it is II r
important to document the prog),\ess at every stage of the practical implementation,

\1 \\

It is important to highlight those areas that deviated from the theoretical plan and to

ex}\)lainwhy they deviated. This will enable the consultant to revise the action plan

acccrdingly for the implementation at the 1,1 ,\

next itite.

\\

6.1 Overview of Systems used to Manage Projects and Inyentory
',/

;, ,

Each company has their own unique computer systems which they use to help them

run their business. These may be big mainframe systems or smaller pC based

systems. Eskom are using ,;a mainframe iystem called AS! IAmericall Software

Incorporated). ASI does have an MRP module which Eskom purchased a few years

ago when they purchased ASI. In any implementation software selection plays an

important role, however in our case the software to be used has been predetermined.

Eskom.does not use ASI on it's J-,,.1,;tliey also have a mainframe based system called
", \1 "

BMSJ(Business Management System], which they use for the costing and scheduling

of projects. This was one of the big problem areas of the implementation.

To allow the two systems to be al<1eto communicate with each other the project team

specified an interface which the 11iformationTechnology department had tv have in

place by "go live" date. This interface would allow for the download'of data from BMS

to ASL)

The systems used by Distribution to manage their-electrification projects are as\\

follows; '\ Ij
'\{

(
/1
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Fig 6,1\\ Current Systems used in Distribution

Each of the three systems performs a different function.

1. SDMRS

SDMI stands for the Standard Design & Materials Requirements System. SDMRS

is a CAD system which is used by the contractors and project engineers to do the
designs for their projects.

BOM.<;arc the building blocks of the projects.
It cor-rains all the standard bias of materials tnat are us~d in electrification] These

.' ) " ,', II



The project engineers receive an overhead photograph of the town or area that has

to be electrified. They scan this into the computer, and then using the CAD function

they apply the building blocks of the project as and when they are needed.

The, system then conso1idJ~es all the requirements. in terms of HOMs, for that

particular project and this is sent to a file on a stiffie,

2. BMS (Business Management System)
\\
}I
(I,

-{[he file fr~m SDMRS b downloaded onto EMS. The BOMs are exploded into the

,.maU:;~a1requirements. Jhe .costing and scheduling of the project are done at this

s~ WitHBMS. The labour .~d transport requirements are added to the project in

SMS. The material 'h:quirerreuts are then downloaded, in the ferO of ROMs, to AS}, i'
I) -!'" c: r,:.J

via the downtoad that was written by the ITdepartment.
;"', ': (; ,I ... "

~/:,;\

~' <' 'lIt

'3. ~q,-~can Software Inc.}

s..~. M! system is used by Eakom to manage their dependent and independent

.~ Items, It is a modular' system, ·w.ith different modules for different functions.

~ B;!te Systems and Planning modules are used to manage the independent

demand items. Prior to MRi' the. Base Systerrc were used to manage dependent

demand items as well. The purchasing and stores functions Ca!1 be found on the

Base Systems.
(?

'the MRP module was specifically designed by ASI to manage dependent demand

type items and while it is a separate module it is also fully integrated with tne Base

Systems. utilising some of it's functions.

( I



ldATERlAL REQUIREMENTS PLANNING (MRP)
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IS'ig 6.2 An Overview of ASI MRP

The main systems utilised within the MRPmodule are;

• Plant Item Master

f\SI
Base
Systems

The plant item master holds all the static inventory management informat.on

(lead ',~imes";;)t size techniques, item defiriitir.n, scheduling methods, safety stock
data, etc) required by the MRPprocess.



• Product Structure

\\
This contains the biUs of materials (BOMs) for all the dependent demand items

and defines the relationship between the parent items and their components

items.

• Production Order Status

'i

The Master Sch~lduler will use this function to load the businessyrnaintenance

p~ into the master schedule. Routine Cl(';tivities of issues, additions, changes

.and deletions of production orders are facilitated here .
../" ...~~.,.",

«_I-_r- -._·",r· ..,·

Master Schedule and Material Requirements Planning•
U
II

The master schedule system drives the MRP run, ensuring that demand will be met

with the supply of component items from the purchasing and stores functions in

baSe systems.

As can be seen from the above many potential problems coul(~ arise with having

three systems to manage your projects. The ideal would be to have one fully

integrated system that does not need customised interfaces to communicate.

6.2 The Plan,)'ling Process

The planning process is vital to the success of Mf<P.h order for the contractors to

be able to make their connections they need material. The project managers have to

plan for this material well in advance of the project start date because of lead times.

During the planning of projects, certain approvals have to be obtained before

proceeding. An example of this is the Form 150 approval. This approval has to be

obtained for the project before any materia! can be bought. The Distributor

formalised their planning process for electrification projects in order to d,jsure that

all the planning is carried out in a similar manner. There are six project managers

planning and managing electrification projects. If each was allowed to do their own

thing, then chaos would reign.
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6.2.1 _ing ~ ee"\I'rlor to l\iRP
,OJ, \

\
In order to determine ho~v'effective the planning was prior to M\~P, tn\:: planning

Ii §

process had to evaluated and it had to be determined whether thi~'process was

being adhered to.

The easiest method of determining if there ate any problems with the current

planning process was to document it. The Project Sen-ices department made it quite

dear that there WaS a formalised planning process in place and that the project

managers were adhering to it. However upon investiganon it became apparent that
//

/~ithis formal process was nowhere to be seen.

,t/
In the absence of a planning process it was dedd~d in order ~9get an =v=
picture of how projects were being planned, the six project managers and their staff

should be interviewed separately and the current planning process should be

documented. A standard set of questions were developed as a basis from which the

process could be documented. (see Appendix 3 for questionnaire} This investigation

revealed that. although their was no formal process in place, all the project managers

were planning and managing their projects in a similar manner. Therefore it w~ \ot

too difficult to document the planning process, A copy of this process can be found

in Appendix 4.
'.1

The electrification project process consists of 6 phases;

., Research and evaluation phase

• Negotiation phase
"

III Preparation phase

• Construction phase

" Energising

• Normal business phase

The general feeling was that the planning, in whatever shape or form, was abysmal.

Project managers Were inflating their materials requirements and stockpiling the

excess material for "emergency jobs". There was no monitoring of planning and since

the Inventory Management department was ultimately responsible for the material,

the project managers did not put as much effort into planning as they should.



Section 7 will provide an in depth look into the problems associated with the

planning of electrification projects, and how these problems were overcome.
C)

'\5.3 F.ducatiou anel Tramblg

All the members of the project team and user group attended the theoretical and

system training, which was held at the beginning of the implementation. Their one

concern was that the theoretical training course was to manufacturing focused, and

we are a service organisation. It was felt that the people who will be doing the work

will not be.tHe to associate with some of the aspects of the craimng because it is not
__.-:::.!-/

cuatomieeCl· to Eskos:n's environment. WhilStl;Kis may be true it is difficult to find

ati~tl~ training on'MRP that is tail6red for the service industry. Certain

d' areas oftfle training were-revised to accommodate Eskom's unique scenario.

llJ.e tra.ning that was held just prior to going live for the u: -rs of the ~\v~temwas not

Q tlilCCt~s8ful.Many of the people who were assigned to MRP did not turn up to the

training seseicns. Various excuses were forthcoming. The Distributor management

was approached and it was made very clear that if the people who requested the

eystem do' not want to attend the training, there is no point in holding the training

sessions or even continuing with the implementation. Needless to say everybody

..0turned up fer the next session.

The detailed system training that the main users, viz the master scheduler, demand

scheduler and irventory optimisers, attended a week prior to "go live"was a success.
-',~

There were fears that they would not be able to come to terms with the system in

one week, however ~his was not th~ case.

AU in all it was felt that the system tra .ning was more than adequate, but the

theoretical training is not.

6.4 Audit Findings

6.4.1 I:nitia.lAudi~,

initial audits were carried out on, the main stores in the Distributor, focusing on the

,following information;



• stock accuracy ,

quantities

• units of measure

\\

• housekeeping

• security \

The audits were done with l ~ that 95% stock accuracy is essential for MRF

success, in mind. The findings of'the initial audits were 110t encouraging, Of the

three stores audited, only one of them was close to the desired level of

accuracy. The other two stores had accuracy's in the sixties.

The main problems encountered at the stores during the audits were linked to stock

accuracy. There were several, ," rpancies between the quantity of inventory

indicated on the system and ,1tI ; actually in the store. Bin locations were also

a problem. All the stock items are assigned a bin location on the system. This

location prints 0:1 the picking; list to indicate to the picker here the item is located.

Many of the locations on the system did not correspond to the location of the items

in the store.

In general the security and housekeeping at the stores was acceptable.

6.4.2 AI.-:tionPlans

\\

Since the findings of the audits did not comply with the minimum requirements for

MRP, certain action plans had to be introduced to ensure that the stores would be

ready by the implementation date. These action plans included;

• Conr'ucting a wall to wall all tit on the electrification material in the two stores

.hat had low accuracy's. In contrast to the initial audit, every item is audited

during the wall to wall audit. Every discrepancy must be resolved by reconciling

issues and '''_'

• Review the locations of the iter» ! 041 the system, updating where necessary.
/

Th~":t>items that are housed Hi1 .... is with no locations, {temporary bins] must be

assigned a location and this must be entered onto the system.



6.4.3 Follow-up Audits

Follow-up audits were conducted just prior to the "go live" date to ensure that the

action measures that were introduced were effective.The results of these audits were

greatly improved since the previous audits. It is important 1:0 note that none of the

stores achieved the desired 95'% accuracy level even though there was a great

improvement. The accuracy's of the stores were in the ~er eighties.

6.5 MRPProc~ss

'The policies and procedures were drawn up in accordance to the implementation

plan. All in all, nine policies were drawn up for the handling of electrification

projects, ranging from the creation of the initial BOM, in response to a customer

request. up till the material is issued and the completed order is removed from the
i

system. lLflow chart was put together to illustrate the flow of work in the MRP~"\
process. It~illso indicates which policies govern the different areas of work. This

flr-wchart can be found in Appendix 6.

The compiling of the policies and procedures went according to plan, however here

were problems with their distribution. The key role players in MRP did not receive

copies even though they were instrumental in the development. This problem was

addressed.

6.6 The Engineering Change (EeN,) Process

The Engineering Change Committee was established prior to going live. AU the

required representatives were present on the committee. There were a great number

of problems with stock numbers that had to be addressed by i.he ECN committee

Q~foreMRPcould be switched on. The«(ECNcommittee proved to be very effective in

reducing the number of stock number discrepancies that occurred with the planning

and managing of the electrification projects. All design and material;' Ihanges had to
'----:

be submitted to the" ornmittee for approval before they could be implemented. Prior

to this anyone and everyone were making changes on the system, thereby creating

havoc with the design standards.



T~leone problem that did arise with the Engineering Change Committee was with

the communication of the changes to the contractors and project engineers in the

field. While each contractor and project manager should be working from the design

standards, situations arise where they need extra material that is not linked to a bill
;i
(( of material. They normally have their own list of stock numbers, which in most cases

is outdated, which they use when planning their material requirements. A

suggestion was put forward that all the project managers be notified of any

impending changes by the Engineering Change Committee.

o The project managers then have 2 weeks to inform all the contractors before the

change is made on the system. This should give the contractors ample time to

update their standards before the change is introduced,
?

~:.::::-----=. <-:: :__---:::;:~-

6.7 Conns:aion and Test

-:The testing ,0Uhe system went offwithout too many problems. A comprehensive set

of tests was developed for the testing. There were one or two reports that would not
o

run, but apart from that, everything else ran smoothly. The Information Technology

department was requested to [LX those reports that would not run.

The conversion from the old system to MRP proved to be quite troublesome. The

major problem areas were the stock numbers and the format of the projects that

were loaded onto the system. Many of the bills of materials: found in the design

standards had items linked to them that were not loaded in the plant item master.

The reason for this was that the Design Technology department had made design

changes to the BOMs and they had not bothered to inform anyone. Both the design

section and inventory management had to go through every single bill of material to

determine if any changes had been made, and if so, they had to load the new items

onto the plant item master and product structure on the AS! system. This was a

long 8. painstaking task which could have been avoided if the design section had

bothered to communicate their changes. This is why the formation of the

Engineering Change Committee was essential.

The other problem experienced had to do with the format of the projects that were

being loaded onto the system. Many of the project managers were not using the

standard bills of materials whet! planning their projects,



They were stilt UShl~\the old method of sending their material requirements through
':lin terms of componeat items. The demand scheduler then had to convert this

demand into the bills of materials, This w~iS causing more work so the project

managers were called into the planning meeting and they had to agree to co- operate

and plan accordingly. since everybody had bought in to MRP from the start. The

situation improved remarkably since then.

6.8 GoLin

As with a:t}' system implementation, teething problems were experienced once the

~ system was live and being used to manage projects. These were mainly due to

the fact that the master scheduler and his staff were still learning the system.

, Tbankfullilthe "go live" date was during a quiet period of the year, so there were not

\00 ma."1Yprojects that were due during the first two weeks of MRP operation after

implementation. This provided a bit more time to become familiar with the system.

~ the consultant on the project I had to stay on for a period of, 10 days to help

them to iron out the teething problems.

Post Implementation Evaluation

A post implementation evaluation was carried out to determine how well things were

running. The main findings of the evaluation were;

~~~~~.. :::.
)

• MRP is helping inventory management to manage the high volume of

electrification projects currently underway in the Pretoria Distributor.

.. The political instability in some of the townships designated to be electrified, is

resulting in a very unstable master schedule The master scheduler's job is

becoming more and more important dUI~to the number of projects that have.to

be constantly rescheduled,

• Strikes over the election period by many of the Distributor's suppliers forced

them to increase thnir safety stocks on Ir"any items, therefore there was no

marked reduction in inventor; levels.
\\
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7,; MRP PLAmflNG PR \CF~S

~
The one complaint that was ~,orthcoming throughout the whole implementation was

"MR'" will not work in. ESkOr because n.obody plans." The investigation into the

planning process prior to MR ,~confinrledthis concern.
II

'1.1 Proble"' .. no"lat.d wit' Planning
Several problems were identifie~~with the planning of projects.

(J

\\
iihese inchfde;

• There are two project managers who share a store for their electrification
, C)

material. Tn'? base systems does not allow '1 project manager to prioritise his
I ,

projects. It issues according to material availability and due date. This causes
"countless probie, .s, The scenario exists where one project manager plans for his

projects well in advance of the due date and he ensures that. his material is in

the store. The other project manager is suddenly faced with an "emergency job"

ann" he sees on the system that there is sufficient material in the store, even

though this material is meant for another job. He inputs his job with a need date

just prior to the other Foject currently on the system. The system will allow 1',''"'9

to issue this material since his project is due before the other. This is a big

problem because the system cannot track who initially ordered the material

therefore they are both accusing one another.

This problem was solved with the introduction of MRP. The system is designed to

allocate material to particular projects when they are firmed up. No one else can
'i

draw that material' once .it has been allocated.

• The number of <;,,~Jditionalprojects that were being put through the system was a

concern. Even with the most accurate planning there will be occasions where

extra or additional material will be needed but not on the scale that was being

experienced at the Distributor. The number of additional projects were at one

stage outnumbering the number of planned projects. The III :)lem with the

additional projects is that. more often than not they were being submitted just

prior to the need date, and therefore there was insufficient time to obtain tne

material for these projects.

\1
II



Due to the increased pressure to ,'(; ce inventory levels, the safety stock levels were

set (to the bare minim uri. and they could not accommodate the ~ncrease in

additional projects. In order to overcome this problem e:e project managers

started inflating their materials requirements On their planned projects end

using this excess material to supply the additional projects. All this does is

increase the inventory levels aod does nothing to ensure better planning.

• Another problem Was the high number of projects that were planned and

submitted and cancelled just prior e need date or they simply were just never

built. No one was questioning wby these projects were suddenly cancelled when <J
all the material-bad already been bought. Nobody was checking the planned

'--_. ,,"', i\

projects agains]; t<,~c0!W?letedprojeets. They would have gqf;ten a nasty shock.
;j ;.:1 ,I r: )

Since th't':S:>11~j~ct!Tlani;,.k.;~rs,c;l\. _'iloth~!veto account for high inventory levels.they
"\.~( \J," . •

do not care about mere accurate planning,

'iJ
• Nobody was doing an "as built" audit on the projects. Many of the projects that

were being submitted were not designed or built q..:cording to the standards.

• The Form 150 approval was another problem area. Project services could notI)

submit the BOM for the project to iriventory mana~cment before the Form 150 Ii
was approved. This!~enerally happen{~ two to three weeks prior to the start date

of the project. With the average lead time of materials being 6 weeks this causes

a problem.

,',

• Inventov) management anti project services ar;~~oth chasing different KPls [key
. . ,) ( \

performance indicators). Project services have tOil, Ire p1at they do a certain

number of connections during the year. They are not concerned with inventory

levels and service levels, they just reunire the material to be their when tr."ey

need it. Inventory management on the o"ner hand are under constant pressure

to reduce inventory levels and increase service levels. This is not easv when
,;) ,Y I ' "

project services Me. planning badly, l!hid the RDP ensured that their zargeted

number of connections has shot up.
"(
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"dC>C1DPH,.g bi\i~.of ffiateri<lb/))er project

Form 1 SO approval•
• ioadin .f firm planned orders

" rnonirormg oL.r-:~qUt;$t,'--{ material VS~ issued material
. ! ,.;

• revision of KPfs .

services could mtiH discuss projects. They were two enemies Sii

I
rt and; ip~Oj~ct
Ing on Opposite

Prior 10 MRP there was no forum where the i.rventory departn:

G-

sides of rhe WR~. A MR1'" planning meeting was introduced j~lSt prj (r to going live.

The Maxrer Scheduler, project managers and stores people hac Ito"attend this

meeting, The purpose of thi~~\ne .ting was to report on the progres \of the projects

1hat were loaded onto the sys j, "" _1' this environment the project rr, \tagers usually

bad to make comprormses on one project to ensure that other pn ects carne off.

rbs was the forum for making those compromises The Master Sched rler would give

teedback on arw: noterttial problems with material and mal; \ suggestions.
'" . 'j \

'0~\lditionrtil:v one project thana~er would not ,.~ompromise one of his; \ojects to help

""lodler project manager. This meeting was held once a week and a \r the second
\

meeting there was a marked improvement in co-operation betwe ~ the Project

~;Hviccs and inventory monagement. Both :,'t1rties realised that w ~ the added
\

pre ssure being place on them they had to work together to meet their 1 (gets.
I.

The development of standard bills of materials was important to accu . !te planning.

While standard dOMs were developcdi::rior to MRP, they had !10t been ;'PtribLted to

the people in the field who were doing the planning. T..,.'o measures were Intro. ~uced.
I
\



The -desiWt',section ,,)ndertook to go on a roadshow to al! th~ planners and dil"iiJibute
1 I 'oj)

the new sta'h'darcis. Every project that was entered onto the system was downloaded

to ASI by the Demand Scheduler. However, before :he projects were dcwnloaded

they were checked to ensure that the new standards were being used, If not they

were sent backuntil they were planned properly according to the BOMs. At first this

created all uproar, but it did enforce that 'eryone started to use the new standards,

Another outcome of this was th~.i there was 9. tot of material in the stores that was

nor included on the standards. This material was now redundant and could be

disposed of, thus marginally reducing inventory levels.
,) ,....1'

The Form 150 approval is still a problem. A suggestion was made th".' Inventory

management should be ailo.. ·~dto purchase on the initial BOM for the project, and (J

not have to wail: for the Form 150 ap: voval. There was strong opposition to this.

However the project managers have been pushing for quicker Form 150 approval

and up to now they have been successful.
(,'

One of the requirements vi plarming a project 011 MRP is that a firm, planned order
i,"' .~

has to be loaded onto the system for each project. Each order has a U~~qlli;: orden \

nu.nber. Once the project manager is certain that the project is going to c\me of, the

order is released (status is changed from 1 to 3). When this happens the material

linked to that particular project becomes allocated to that project and no one else

can take it without going through the project manager and master scheduler. This

solves the problem that the project. managers had with the base systems where

material destined for one project was being taken by someone else.

In order to try ami combat poor piannins a measure was introduced whereby the

demand scheduler will be responsible for monitoring the projects that are loaded.
'".\

onto ttle system against those that are issued. Where there are large discrepancies

the project +r.must account for why the project was cancelled Or l'~laye,\. On

the other hat~,in those cases where the project has been planned and the material

is not availa~1: on the need date, then the master scheduler will hnve 10 account as

to why.

60
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Another measure th;tt has not Tt been introduced, but which is being pursued is
, \'1

that of accountability for material. As long as beth the inventory management 21*(1
" I

project services are being measured' against different KPls, al1P only one (!If them. ilJ
responsible for inventory levels, it is felt that problems will continue to arlst. Bv

i\ : ~

making the project managers also accountable for inventory levels, this will r!,)rc~~

them to plan properly. Management, however do not share this opinion.

The additions to the planning process can be seen in Appendix 5,

7.3 Planning and MRP

I-'j

Many of the staff see these as drastic measures, however given the situation prior to
',\

MRP the introduction of these steps was warranted. 'T';'ere has ,r~t1ena marked

improvement ir.. the co-operation between the project service. department, including

the project managers, and inventory management. Fewer additional projects are

being submitted and the majority of the planned projects are being planned and

built according to the design standards, \.,

/
!/

... There BYI". still a few problem areas that need to be continuously addressed, however,

as 10\~~;as the planning continues to improve with the measures that were

rnt'oD i h,',·'.d, it should not have any negative affect on the successful

operation of MRP.

,.
The only concern is that of the weekly planning meeting. It is important that all the

mterested parties be present fit every meeting and they discuss IyfRP related

projects. What has been happening is ~hat they have used the two hours a week to

moan about other matters and have net been dealing with what they should have

been.
, .
'_/
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 SummaryAndConclusions

Although the system appeared to be working successfully during the period of the

post implementation evaluation a few areas were highlighted that could develop into

problems if not monitored. These are:

• The use of non-standard materials and NSNs (national stock numbers) The
\\

engineering change committee has been very effective in stamping out the use of

both non-standard material and NSNs, however if for some reason the ECN

committee is dissolved or fails to continue to monitor the projects that are}oaded

onto the system, ilti~ ptuLki,'i could arise again. The contractors out in the field

knows what items he wants but he does Dot always take the time to check for

the latest or most recently updated NSN. He simply uses the first stock number

he can find.

• The importance of the planning meeting cannot be emphasised enough. '1\
I'

Indications from some of the meetings, attended by the consultant, tend to

suggest that the focus of this meeting cart, easily be changed from a. planning

meeting for. electrification projects, to a "free for all" session where they moan

about every single problem that they are experiencing from quality' to Industrial

relations problems. This must not happen. The objective of ntis meeting is to

100k at all current electrification projects, to highlight possible problems and to

provide solutions to them"

To summarise, the environment at the Pretoria Distributor is net ideally suited to

MRP, however since it's implementation, there has been a noticeable decrease in the

number of problems being encountered by materials management.

Tg.is may not be directly attributed to the MRP system, but more to the preparation

work that had to be done before the implementation could be a success.
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Several conclusions can be made from this study. These are;

L The problems experienced at the Distributor, con..~eming materials management,

did not arise due to the absence of MRP, and therefore the implementation ef

MRPwas not the only answer to the problems. A lot of-preparatory work had to

be done before MRP could. be implemented, It was this preparatory work, which

consisted {If systen, clean ups, training and process improvements, which solved

many of the problems. MRP was simply a t001 which was implemented to help

the Distributor in managing their electrification project;s.
.. The planning function is vital to thi. success of MRP. If the planning that is done

up front is inaccurate, then G\cco~hingto the old saying "garbage in, garbage

out", the outputs from MRP will not count, for much. The planning at the

Distributor at the start of the pr,,,i,,:~t was 'virtually nor: existent, but as the
I' II

implementation progressed it slowl, :l.uproved.
• The nature of the Distributor's business [electrificatiorr] is such that it it~

governed by many external factors, • viz political instability and unrest, the

changing electricity supply industry, etc, - which make It very difficult to

maintain a stable mas: hedule. This proved to be quite a problem since one

of the requirements of MRP is a stable master schedule. 'dIe result of this was

that the planning meeting became even more important,
1# The increase in volume of connections that had to be completed during this year

and next year, forced the Distributor to make a change, since there was no

possible way that they could handle the increase in volume with the current

systems. NlRP was tne logical answer. This point was proved once they started

using it.

8.2 Recommendations

• The staff turnover at the Distributor can become a problem. At present they are

running very lean in terms of resources due to a number of internal problems. if

one of the key people leave, such as the Master Scheduler. there.ris no one

available to replace him at present. They should look at training backup people

for ali the key functions in MRP, since it will take. a lot a time and effort to train

someone from sera tch,

I'v
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• MRPis not the answer to all their prOblem~\but It :\smerely a tool to help them

to manage and contrcl t~eir projects. They\lshou!d keep on monitoring their
f 11

planning functions and design standards to e~~surcthat the problems do not re-

occur. The easiest way to do this is to keep having the planning meetings and:

running-die audit reports that MR? offers, to evaluate it's effectiveness.
"
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APPENDIX 1
I'KEY/IPERFORMANCE INDICATORS USED TO MEASURE PERFORMANCE
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HRP IMPLEMENTATION PLAiN POR PRfrTORI~~ DISTRIB£·· JR



MRP !MPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME FOR THE PRETORIA DISTRIBUTOR

[ ,
AUG-NOV DEC I JAN FEB MIl.K -r- APR ,'laAY rJUN

I

~UDIT STORE, ~UYiNG & BoM's (Doc. findings)i MJ XXXX XX
!2_!2.0CUMENT ~URRENT PLANNING PROCESS (Organogram) MJ XXXX 1" .. I
~ !SELL PRESENTATION - design,districts,comm. - ROADSHOW i MJ XXXX
4 iSt:NERIC MRP TRAIN:NG (Project team) MJ XXXX

~EUKER TRAINING (Project team) -15 MJ XXXX I

6 ~ENER!r...; IKAiNiNG (User ~roup) ~"'_"'-'.. IMJ J XXXX I ,
I I

7 J3ElJKERTRA!i'UNG (User Group) ---.! MJ XXXX
IS REVIEW BOM's (Std.,training,codification,sys) JH )(XXX xxxx )(XXX

9 FINAliZE ORGANOGRAM MJ XX I
10 FINALIZE PROJECT MANAGEMENT PROCESS MJ X)I',XX XXX)(

11 !NALIZE MRP PROCESS - MJ XXXX
12 DECIDE ON PLANT MAT. TYPES & IMPLEMENT 08 XX XX
13 MAT. TYPE CONVERSION (SK to MF) GC XXX>< XXXX
14 COLLECT SECURITY lNFORMA1, )N FOR BUe GC i XXXX
15 COMPILe POLICIES AND PROCEDURES (inclUde KPI's) GC XX I

16 ROADSHOW ON NEW PROCESS GC XXX){
17 MPLEMENT MANUAL PLANNING PROCESS GC xxx.x XXX)( .xxxx
18 MPLEMENT ECN PROCESS JH XXXX XXXX XXXX
19 DENTIFY PI....ANNING PARAMETERS (SS, OQ & LT) D8 XXXX
20 DETAIL SYSTEM TRAINING MJ XXXX XXXX
21 .NSTRUCT LT. TO SET UP DATA BASE MJ X
!22 ....,HECK 6MS INTERFACE JV XX
23 "",ONVERSION AND TEST MJ/GC xxxx
24 REFRESH:::R TRAlNIf~G MJ - - XXXXXXXX
,25 !SIGN OFF (Final Audit) MJ/GC XXXX

L~6 eMS/AS! INT~RFACE IN !:!:ACE ____LMJ_ -- I _~ __ L....... ... ___ _.xx__
'-~

H::r - C...ofl~uJ..;f--t
De:, - Pl~aJ~ MO~dt'!J (b-,0 ckpI)
Gc, -Cc.o~.; oJ {'\"')o,-,~

Rl:V2.1
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APPffNDIX 3
ij

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR 'THE DOCUMENTATION OF PLANNING PROCESS

II



OOCUMENTA~!ON OF CURRENT PRf,)CESS

The obj ec t i ':es of the "par t.i c ipartor-y session'! O'1'e:

- to :dentii'y t.hf' Lnput.s and outputs
- to understand & dOCUMent the current process
- to identify *ny proh'em areas

Project Serv}ces

1. Organizational ove~view - who is involved, what sections,etc.

2. What is the Bcope of ~ork?

3. lihat ar-e all the (Efferent pha se s of a project -
-. indo duration of each p~)ase

-I. What sys terns are hsed in prb,jecb
"-,

'\
,:agement~'

o . Hc'w ace applications from the cuat.ome r s hand l (:d?

n. ~h~t, and who. initiates the project management process?

I. hho ca l cu l at.es the est imate I ami "hat info. is user!'.'

8. How ;,tmg is it from the t ime of ,',.pp! icat.i on t o the cus t.ome r
getLing the quotel

HOI-; 0 f ten does the quo te chan~e ','

;i. l!c",; lOlls' prior to project initiation is t:h(~ ('stimai;e calculated','

10. Iloes l.b~ estilllate' take into account:

-. a ch~-~-:;1..:.on t'e~~OH!~Ce capacity
- a va ilah i li ty of Ghtic~ll mat.eri n l
.' ,'sL iiil.~ltvd stat" ;:.nd end dates

~ iJ!'(_\;cc: pr()g'{'(-'ss
- iuvout.or-y lr-ve ls
- CCin -;:. !'UC L inll f1 f f.i c i('DC"

Lite j'.·ll:{tll of Uh'~ rOllt~'/lill
.- 1 itt· TII,lj,\l' ('tIll iPlllPllt t t, b!:, u!-:ed
- Lli" qll:\ill j lY of stl'ucLlll'I'B



When are the projects firmed up?

When are the material rewuirements glven to Commercial?
1 ~
LD f, When are t.he spanning plans drawn up':'

1::- • How oft.e{/~tl'A the BOM's adjusted?
. . ,

- does this affect the estimate?
- is the customer notified?

18.. When is the SLAC £ given to the praject?
19. How is the p~o~ect progress mq~{tored?

r
""I ,. t • , d \\ h tnlO pr to r i.r.t zes projects an ,\11"',8

"/

basis?20.

21. Who may schedule projects out?

I~ha.t, if any, standards exist - such as standard BOM packages.

Are thes~ standards being used?

General
,
j • \\hat ate your biggest problems'?

2. Is there a project sohedu Le?

\~Ij('J d;;-.Lerm iues the schedu le and tOIi

Pot'S mariagpment rev ieI-'t.he priori ties re~u lad;
Do ch:I!l!£f's occur reg!! lar 1y

- hOI, t:lose to project construction"

:::. hlw ()t'tit:'rs project mat.er ia l?

Is it all ocdered at once
Is il de li ver-ed all at once, Or' stag'~er'eu de li ve ry

Have \,p defined:

..\11 suppo r]; sys tems that :Ire us etl
- All document~tion Involved
- All the parti as involved
- The val' ious Jlha~;es in eat: h pr ojcc L
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E:t.ECTR:tFIC.A.'t'IOXPROJECT P~OC:ESS

t.r:l
./1.2v,_ . .3

l?reliminaxoy
Resl3a..:'ch
P~1,91iminary

Project Pl:'OCe6~ pla;minq....... . .,.
~faluation' (to.t~i)

NSGOTIA~ION PHASE
Negotiation with authorit~ie~ .t,
COlT'.munity negoti. at ions . .
Prelimina.ry planning" Economic .,waluation,
Project motivation (with concept; repQrt)

~.4 Funding negotiations .
1.""2.5 Cortsolidation '" .
v:2.6 F.i:nal p:roject approval
v2.7 project registration '
v 3.;_~.._,'.tCl.rget naqotiat.ions. r resou:r;'!le,.planning and._- scheduling P,:

2. 9 Cape~ preparations for facra:.j. timsr
2.10 ~~nual Mater~al Requirements

, 'l-'" -.11 Contracts/agreements with au'thoj:~ities
'-2.12 Communication with communit,j.es·",

J'

?o

.
" '

3. PaE~ARA~ION PHASE
V3.1
1..-"3.2
v3.3

,,>\/3.4
\/3.5
V3.6
V3. :'
t~.8vt...9

4.

..
tot r,

Appointm~nt of consultants"~"
Survey I aerial photoqraphy k'rtd 'r:lappinq
Detail plfmning/ deSign
Capex appzovaf

.Bill of materials placement
Tender proceas ' ",
Marketing/point sales '
Customer education .
Site Office/Vending/Revenue Manf.lgement -
Validato:r " '. ;.;;, ' .., : ..
,' ... . ,

CONS~~UC~ION PHASE
~ •~ '~~~t' Hanagement . ,:,
\..4 •2 construction of ,bulk., ". feeder

fnfr'rlj:;T:ru~t1J.a and house connect lomt .
Facilities Construction .',' '

lIne,



"

6. NORMAL BUSINESS PHASB
6.1
6.2
6.36.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
tL8
6.9
~.lO

Operation &,l¢aintlinanQe
CUS'lb,)1'I1A,- ~~,..v;l.t.'1i?
S~lCG ,
PtJ:'oject Aud! tiMor\! t:nr1,ng
Po~~ ~nmr1~ti~n ~Qnn~Qt~gn5'"As built" drawing::.
Metering
Laad growth and normal expans Lcc.
Post evaluation
RQv.nu~ Autll. t

..
..
\

.r

,".

..- :
, .
• 4 •

'.l_
0°' •

\\ " . " ,

"
"

" '

< .......



'.•_•••.~..! - .-

~:,
~(_.

l;;
';",- ...... ::~~,',~;
;;_,.::.... ...

6.1
S.t
6.3
6.4
0.5
6.6
6.1
6.B
6.9
6.HI

'.: .'. J
.'_.:' .. -.

I
I
I

........... J'.e ". lL- II I
f~'~:. ;.;.,;~\!f; ::;.;:i(~'~.' 30 Jyne. ·1:: ::J::. 15 Aug- ~1 Aug I r:3~1....0;.;:;d~.~",..-_...,.
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APPENDIX 5

ELECTRIFICATION PLANNI'NG PRO~ESS FOR MRP
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------1---. --1 -, I i I
14 HONTHS i4 IIONTHS I I I I i PROJECT
lPRIOR TO IPRIOR TO I 1 j I
IPROJECTS ISTART OF I i [ ! j
[START DATE I PROJECT. I I I I
1. " .1 Ic ,"i I!.
IO~SIGN lFORIl 150 I I i I I
! !;'I.PPROVAL !~; I I , ! CONTSRUCTION

IFINAL BOH Ii. I J I PHASE BEGINS

~~;Lr~~~~I-ll; II I II. II f I
JECr I I I ~~~J_ I_L I I ! r~'(~! f

-DR-~;-;;;;;E~~ tIUPDATE-, - 'WAD ~:-IRI:~ Ii I ! - I
FRon BHS rnro .PROJECT ;PLANNED.. I I! I
NRF (PLANNED IBOH's 10RDER 1'~!D I __.L I I
JRDER) ! !r'?>.TERIAL I '.-."/ 1 I I
NoT FIRH AND NO ! iHO.loT COH- ! ! I ! I
COHHITHEHT I !H.J:TTED PER I I .; I \' I

! !PROJECT I . i I "'<~ I,~ ~ ~~ L__ ~ • --L _

31 AUGUST
YE~R PLAN FOR
NEXT YEAR.
"INCLUDES TOTAL
BOH"

EI....ECTRI;FICA'I·ION ,-'--;:::,

PROCESS FOR MRP

START



AePENDIX 6
MRP POLICY AND PROCEDURE FLOW DIAGRAM



I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

PROJECT ·CUSTOMER TOUCH" POLICY, ANp'PROCUOURE fLOW DIAGRAM

DISTR!BUTOR WORK UNDER COSNTRUCTION PLAN Policy 1................................................. ·········7, '"...•~~ '" ,: .

. "MRS IGREA":':~QM J Policy 9

....................................................................... ~ : .

BMS ol~w. t41.0"AD] Pot:.;;y 1
. i$OI~

I SCHEDU-I.[j
LTHE BOM
'-Y-

........................................................... " St <0 " .

aMSIINTERHET

(OOWN~~tO I
.J..- BMS/AS! iNTERFAC~

ED DEMAND OAt NOTE:
ON SYSTEM Au' ,own!;llla

___ _ trol'\I.JMS

....................................................................L. .
'.R.t.r 'EI.ctrlflcation [j;jf!ld-UP NEXT'I
procul for MRP' and !"P'LANNINQPERIODj «----.-
Pel Icy 2i I.... ---
..................................................................... "' .

--~ REFER TO POLICIES 4.5 IREQUEST MRP RU] Policy 7
\ c--~-;;> RUN (NETT OR

REGENERATIVE)
,I,
t)

ASI Policy 3

MRP

I REQUEilr Map
REPORT

.............................. l,,', ,· .. •• • •• t ·.··.·..· ··..··..········.·.·.··.·· .
'-I'
/\. Policy 6

/ '"
/ ",/No ,------<,.,' i' ./),

"", / I"'. / Iv'

!
.<.

Action meuagf! rcr cur re nt
MennIng perIod

'>, MS Item?" ,

I

,I
I

I

A

/MS', Policy 6
/ACTI ON"",
/ -,

Yu -MESSAGE FOR-,
r--'"",:j'HE NEXTPLAN:)
I "-tlING PERIO£V

j
' "-,/ '., ,/

N~./I

No



II ~ES INO ,. /·/'··"·",."P()J!CY 6

. I "',,
I r- r ACTION PUR-l H.:i / "" NOr IlOAD A FPO ICHASE ORDERS I ,---<' CONFIRM COMPO- : 1I ~--- . -r-_J !', NEN r AVAIL~ / I

I I Releas. A PIO I "" MILITY,/ I

I Expedite a P/O '",.' I
De-expedIte a P/O ..'

L-. ... . , "., ,/

.........................................: ~ :-.;/. ! .
r----- Pollcr ,,&.,~// .

I .l_~_i ,.-///.."..,-,-,<, -,

i CHANGE WORKS I. YES .,/ EXPiOITE COM- ..."
I ORDER STATUS I 4, --' ", ?ONENTS /

I (1-3) • t if\ "". /

r·-p-~~-;:,::~GKiN.l-L_" J i'" 'r::/
L -C" . '" -~.:~:;~~:"o" II ll-I~TE~.~DT~;:,i:g: "ll

RENT (ee) ..
~ .r -~ I ~-rr~

I m~l J ./ ,
ENTS (22) ! lIES •.••/./' -, "

c, J ...J (,-HANG E ORDERS 1:'1'.( .SPLIT ORDER '\r """ /./
'-------------' <, //'

Il \~.~~EPAR""!.. I I "),;:
-1- //"'"

~ / ,
/' ..,......

Ir--------------I L./ ISS \J E W!T H >
CLOSE. WORK J' "'" SHOrn.',OES ./

LORDER. "' ..""" /.'I '" /
_j------, 1_ 'f --,

~
EMOVE ORD~nS I I T~O:~~~HUE~EURI:E I
'
ROM H,E SYSTeM I l .JTHE PROJECT
1 -(EY:

;OD = CUSTOMER ORDER DATA BASE
1S = MASTER SHEDULER
,1SP lvIASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE

FIRl\1 PLANNED ORDER
)0 = PURCHASE ORDER
BR'i::: TnAN~:A("TTnN T\Tlnn:~H'p ni\T A~'r



!YES INO .r":
! I .' "Policy 5

t t ,,~ '.......,I I /I I / ".r: ~ I ACTI';)N f'tJR-J'''' YES / "" NO
1,., 1._I.I..~OAD_A fPO lCHASE OROERS . 1-'-< CONFIRM COMPO- "'-1

- I I " HENT AVAI!.- ./, I Hefu .. 11 PIO ", ASH.ITY / I

L ExpedIte a P/O! -, / i
! Oe-flxpedlte a 1'/0 I " /' I

..................................................... '" , 1 ':>.~/.:' ~f '" .
r- /'.
I Policy J.&.j/ ""I // -,

rc~""'W'oRl{sl L YES ,:",/ EXPIOIH 001;1.···'·."i ORDER STATUS i'" -, PONENTS /
r- I (1-3} . t /0. -, ,/

i ~~~~T PICK1N~ L . I ! ''' -,-, / /
L-.::t.ICY_8 J- L_, '::0

, I ISSUE COMPO- I I 'l'IDENTi;.l..Y-PR=-o---l
L_--7

1
NEmO ;,. I I [I ~Et:.~TSAH'EC- .11r/ ..J I ~

I r. --:m:;;-~.I"OM· l I J .' /J" ,
L_1 PONENTS {2?} I I I ES/,./ ""

I -J-~_.f__)t:" ORo~f." SPLlT ORDER>'
- I '''. ../" /

.''.. /'
',(

lNO," '..
/ '.,., " ..

/ "-
,/ " -,I / -,.-L~ ISSUE WITH "-

""" SHORTAGE!;! /', /"

" ,/."

-"", ,.,,'
'I."... /'~

'1'
!

I.St\UEFA;;;; ]i '('S9J

l
1

r- 'i

CLOSE WORK J
ORDER

1=~-1~-,
REMOVE OROERS I

FROM 'fHE SYSTEM,,- __JlCEY:

COD := CUSTOMER ORDER DATA BASE

NOTIFY USER.
10 RE5CHEOUl.l::

THE PROJECT _jL ~ _

t,'IS == 11ASTER SHEDULEH
~SP MASTER PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
PPO ::= FIHM PLANNED ORDEN.
\)0 == PURCHASE ORDER
8~f)::::: THAN~llr'TrnN 7'JTT1I.H1H'P n1\T "C'T



I -' '>"" Policy 6

! / ~I ...l.__ ./ -,

j ILOAD A HO J r~~~!~~:~E~J YiES _</~Oi'H.! RM C.O.MPO>';'_~

IL_, E __ J " HENT AW,I1.- /' I

1
R6!UU It PIO ". ABII.ITY,/ I
Expedlla a PIO '" / "

. Oe-ex"edile a P/O .,'
J , ,_' \. /

........ " , ···1··""" , :::-.:/.~ "-;~,'" .r-----' Polley ,,&.~/ "<,

r--l ._ ,.,//" """,."",~
I CHANGE WORKS II, Y!:S /' EXPIDITE COM- "I O.RDER ST.A.TUS \ <;; ""'" PONENTS /'

(1-3} _J AI' /;'\1' -. -. , .' ,//,.i PR!NT "'!CKING ... , "

I ~~·LT,CY'1 I I \.l:~
L_ '-:-1 ---' ~- ~ II I I ~'~

~ I ii~~=. I I II '!~~TT;':F::g:·II

J'/ L_____ ' I L-.
r
.-___..;

.ECEIVho~ 1 /~'"
PONENTS (22) II 'l~ES///" "'.""..

L._ r- I CHANGE ORDERS ~-!<:PLITORD~>.>

I "'. ../". /'I 'rNO
/ -,I / ",I _/// "'"

L( ISSUE WITH l
"'" SHORTAGES ./-, "".. "'. /

" ..-.. "'\. /

'1'

It,011FY USER-:---'I
:0 RESCHEDULE

THE PAOJ~CT ,L J

I ISSUE PARENT l(a g)

1 Il

J
II ~L:O·EWORK I

LE~ l
I

\r~"''''r ,\'D 1•

I REMOVE ORDERS

FROM 'fHE SYSTEM
IL__, .J

COD = CUST01v1ER OHDER DATA BASE
I I: ':

'rrs = 11ASTER SHEDULER
t.1SP MASTER PRODUCTION
PPO =: FIRi\.f PLANNED OHDERPO = PURCHASE ORDER
RH')= TRANSACTiON 1\TU~fBfR

SCHEDULE

()l\T Aen
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